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This, the third number of the M.A.D.C., brings the
first volume to a close. It will be remembered that when the
movement started in 1910, the original plan was to hold a reunion every two or three years, when the Editorial Committee
should tender an account of its stewardship. We are glad to have
survived, and at the same time, express the hope that facilities
will be afforded for the holding of a meeting of members, sometime this year.
As will be gathered from our pages the College has lost by
Mr. Golding's transfer one of the earliest and most esteemed members of the staff. He was one of the original founders of our
Association, and occupied the joint office of Hon Secretary and.
Treasurerifor some years. We tender him our heartiest congratulations on his preferment at the University College, Reading.
Mr. W. Sadler, too, has been fortunate in getting an important
appointment in the " land of the Maple." He is now Assistant
Bacteriologist to the Principal of the Macdonald College, Quebec.
The members of the Association are deeply indebted to him for his
devotion and for the painstaking manner in which he discharged
the manifold duties of office.
Mr. F. Wakerley takes up his duties in the Kesteven Division
of Lincolnshire in the beginning of April, and all payments should
be made to Mr. H. T. Cranfield, who has been appointed Hon.
Treasurer.
The copy for this number has not been obtained without some
anxious moments to the Editor, who tenders thanks, before
vacating office, to all contributors for their generous response to
his appeals. It ought to be clearly understood by readers that it
is not necessary to wait for an invitation before sending in articles ;
a little friendly competition would do much to enhance the stability
of the matter and the status of the periodical.

JOHN GOLDING.
There have been many changes in the personnel of the
College Staff during the past few years, and the departure of Mr.
John Golding severs one of the last links between the present Agricultural and Dairy College at Kingston, and the original Agricultural Department at University College, Nottingham, from
which our Agricultural College has grown.
Mr. Golding has been appointed chemist to the Research
Station in Dairying at University College, Reading. The post is
one of the first created under the New Government Development
Scheme for Agricultural Research, and it is a fine tribute to the
value of Mr. Golding's previous research that so important a post
should have been offered him by the joint authorities of the Board
of Agriculture and the Reading Univerity College.
There will be many colleagues and past and present students
to wish Mr. Golding " God speed " and " good luck " in his
new field of work, and to share in the triumph of his ultimate
success, for he is a man who makes friends easily and to whom the
tie of friendship is both strong and lasting. His keenness of research has underlain the whole of his eighteen years work amongst
us, and though his time was mainly occupied with his analytical
practice and tutorial duties, one could not know him without
sharing his deeper hopes and higher interests.
Mr. Golding was born in Kent and educated at the Sevenoaks
Grammar School, spending all his early years in close touch With
the life and work of his father's farm and hop gardens. Later he
studied chemistry in the laboratories of the Pharmaceutical
Society of Great Britain, and in 1889 was appointed assistant to
Dr. J. Augustus Voelcker in the laboratory of the Royal Agricultural Society.
In 1893 he started his teaching work in Biochemistry, and his
first pot experiments under Mr. T. S Dymond in the laboratories
of the Essex County Council. In 1896 as agricultural chemist in

the University College, Nottingham, he had a large and interesting exhibit of pot cultures at the Royal Agricultural Show at
Leicester. This was not only the first public demonstration of his
work on the Assimilation of Nitrogen by Leguminous Plants, but
also the first exhibit of work in agricultural education to he held
in connection with the Royal Show—a novelty which has now become an important annual feature.
The exhibit not only aroused considerable interest among
farmers and others and got Mr. Golding quickly into touch with
the practical needs of the farming industry, but also helped to
secure him that confidence and friendship with the farmers themselves, which was one of his most valuable assets in the years that
followed.
Mr. Golding has had little opportunity for travel or study,
but has contrived to visit, and sometimes work in, the leading
laboratories of Germany, Denmark, Holland, Switzerland and the
principal Agricultural. Colleges in England, Scotland and Wales.
He became a Fellow of the Institute of Chemistry (by examination) in 1899, and is a member of the leading societies connected with Agriculture and Agricultural Science. He is a
member of the Rural Education Conference and Secretary of the
Agriculture Section of the British Association.
His published work comprises forty to fifty papers on various
aspects of his Biochemical and Analytical work, and includes
articles in the Journal of Agricultural Science, the Journal of the
Board of Agriculture, The Centralblatt ftir Bakteriologie, and the
Cyclopedia of British Agriculture.
In 1897 Mr. Golding married Miss Florence Mundella, who
was at that time a member of the staff of the University College,
Nottingham, and who, like her husband, has since been closely
connected with the educational work of the county of Nottingham.
Mr. Golding has always been deservedly popular with both
staff and students. His genial disposition, his generous good
nature, and his unobtrusive personality, have won him friends
wherever he has been. Though not a games man he was ever a sports-

man—and an interested and active participant in all that made
for the social side of college life, and has been hon. secretary,
treasurer and president of the Students' Association on more than
one occasion.
He found his recreation largely in his work and had a
wonderful faculty for helping others to find real pleasure and interest in what might otherwise have been the dull routine of
classroom and laboratory.
With no interest in party politics, as such, Mr. Golding was
a thoughtful student of all phases of social evolution ; and the
philosophical bent of his mind, coupled with an optimism born of
faith, made his attitude towards social and religious questions at
once sympathetic and helpful.
In his cottage home at Kegworth he attracted the more
earnest and enlightened of the village men, and did good work as
President of the Kegworth Adult School. Most of the members
of the college staff have made an early start on some summer
Sunday morning so as to talk to the members of the school under
the shade of the old trees in Mr. Golding's orchard.
Mr. Golding was a happy speaker with a touch of humour
that always found its mark, and whether in speaking or in action
could be depended upon to do what was required of him with a
simple gracious charm.
The college will be the poorer for his going. He was a man
singularly untouched by the hustle of modern thought and action,
but the purity of his motives and the sincerity of his work will
make his influence lasting and his achievements of permanent
value.

Mr. WILFRID SADLER.
Old Students will doubtless have heard with regret of the
departure of Mr. Sadler and with the present will wish him
success in his new post at the MacDonald College in Canada. He
was so closely associated with the various forms of college
activities that all those who were here in his time will need no

reminder of them and especially we may mention those in
connection with the Students' Association and with the
vicissitudes of hostel life. For a large part of the four years or
so he spent in residence at Kingston, he acted as Honorary
Secretary of the Association and many were the pleasant evenings
we spent when the notices calling our attention to them bore his
tragic signature. The minute book will pass on to the future the
record of a genial and painstaking official. Occasionally, too, our
humble Secretary would blossom out in more conspicuous garb
and treat us to a chatty and entertaining discourse on " Dairying
in Holland," or some such subject interspersed with soliloquies on
life in general, as delicious as they were expected.
The " smokers " at the Hostel were often given with our
subject in the chair, and his additions to the authorised
programmes were invariably welcomed and nearly always
approved. An infinite capacity was ever there, if needed, for
pointing the moral of any object or episode—from an inkstain on
the floor to the limejuice in the cup.
He will be remembered by the staff as a loyal and goodhearted colleague. His disposition was normally what the older
novelists would have at least described as " aimiable " ; no one
could appreciate the humorous more readily and few could follow
its trail so successfully through labyrinths of " padding."
Occasionally politics or some such futile topic would generate a
breeze of indignation but it generally--according to opinion—
had the saving clause of being righteous.
The records of Students bear testimony to the quality of Mr.
Sadler's teaching and contributions to the press of the soundness
of his work in other directions. Despite a multitude of duties he
found time, or made time, for research and this combined with his
intimate knowledge of practical Dairying will we hope have laid
The union of
the foundations of a distinguished career.
Canadian hustle with English solidity may fairly be expected to
produce something unique. At any rate we may rest assured
that Mr. Sadler will do justice and credit to the country he has left
behind and that the M.A.D.C. in his hands will not lose any
of the esteem it may have gained in the land of the maple.

He has gone to take up a responsible position as Assistant
Lecturer in Bacteriology, and those of us who know of his zeal in
that line will join in congratulating him upon the appointment.
Every year sees a number of old students taking their way
westward across the sea and doubtless if they have the opportunity they will meet with a warm reception from Mr. Sadler at
the McDonald College.

" DISHLEY AND ITS ASSOCIATIONS."
According to " Brittons Beauties of Leicester and Lincoln,"
as far back as 1133, when Garendon Abbey was founded by
Robert Bossu, " the Good Earl of Leicester," Dishley is mentioned
as one of the fourteen granges with which the Abbey was
endowed.
This farm, situated about one-and-a-half miles from
Loughborough, on the main road to Derby, at once brings to the
mind of the British Agriculturist the name of Robert Bakewell
the man who did so much towards the improvement of
Agriculture in all its branches.
On passing through the entrance gate one notices on the
right hand, the ivy clad mural ruins of the church which
contains, within the chancelry, the prostrate slate gravestones of
Robert Bakewell and his forbears. Outside the realm of what is
left of the sacred edifice, there is the pond and the old waterways
of the irrigated meadows—further land-marks—which have
withstood the onslaught of Father Time. Little remains of the
old steadings, though the present one is on the same site, save the
stone and slate remnants which have been incorporated in the
reconstructed buildings.
The man of whom we write was the fifth Robert in direct
line and the third Robert Bakewell of Dishley as the family tree
shows :—

Robert Bakewell—Rector of Hartingbury.
Robert Bakewell of Normanton, (left four sons).
1643-1717.
Grandfather Robert Bakewell of Dishley.
1685-1773.
Father Robert Bakewell of Dishley.
1726-1795.
Robert Bakewell of Dishley.

Coming of a yeoman • stock and son of a farmer who " had
always the reputation of being one of the most ingenious and able
farmers of his neighbourhood," it is not to be wondered that in
early life he gave evidence of the mental qualities inherited from
his father and a youthful aptitude for carrying on the work of the
farm.
Being of an energetic and enquiring disposition, he travelled
into the West of England, Norfolk, Holland and Flanders to gain
knowledge from experienced farmers, which knowledge he put
into effect in practice at Dishley. His style of farming was much
in advance of his day, continuing the work of irrigation
commenced by his father, he was enabled to increase the number
of stock on the farm. His experiments in feeding cattle
suggested the more economical use of straw in the production of
manure, and, those with sheep, the better system of folding the
animals in small flocks instead of herding all of them on one
patch of land in the same field. By grazing sheep on his water
meadows he satisfied himself as to the cause of " footrot."
Economy was his prevailing idea and he admired " cheap,
expeditious and effective modes of husbandry." Roadmaking,
hedge planting, also, came within his perview and received the
most studious attention.
According to Mr. Young, " the farm at this time consisted of
440 acres : —110 of which were arable, the rest grass." " On this
he kept 60 horses, 400 large sheep, and 150 beasts of all sorts, he
usually had about 15 acres of Wheat, 25 acres of Spring Corn and
not more than 30 acres of Turnips."
" If the degree of fatness in which he keeps all these animals
be considered, and that he buys neither hay nor straw, it must at
once appear that he keeps a larger stock on a given number of
acres than most men in England ; the strongest proof of all others
of the excellence of his husbandry."
Instead of oxen, heifers (3 year old) were generally used in
harness, though horses were also employed ; and Mr. Bakewell is
said to have been the first person to adopt the economical plan of
ploughing with two abreast : while one man was employed with
only two horses in turning up the earth on his farm, many of his
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neighbouring farmers sent a team of four or five with a man and
boy, to perform the same work and in similar soil.
" Mr. Bakewell disliked the common custom of open ponds in
fields as being inconvenient and dangerous to cattle. At first he
railed them round to prevent cattle going in too far, but finally he
used troughs in each enclosure."
Everything about the farm was arranged with admirable
order, and at the same time so calculated as to satisfy curiosity.
Even the show of cattle was conducted with the most pleasing and
interesting regularity. The sheep were exhibited singly in a
small house adapted to that purpose, having two opposite doors,
one for admission, the other for retreat ; (The walls of this house
are still standing, but the roof has disappeared). The inferior
sheep were always introduced first, that the imagination of the
inspector might be raised by degrees to the utmost pitch at
the exhibition of the last and finest.
One department of Mr. Bakewell's practice which marks his
genius in strong characters, is that of diverting to his purpose a
rivulet or small brook, whose natural channel skirts the farthest
boundary of his farm on the south side, falling with considerable
descent down a narrow valley. This rivulet he turned at the
highest place that could be commanded, and carried, in the canal
manner, round the point of a swell which lay between its natural
bed and the farmery. By the execution of this admirable thought
he put this artificial brook to various purposes, viz. :— supplying
drinking water for cattle, water for house and farm offices, irrigating a small field, and last, but not least, that of conveying turnips
from field to cattle sheds, thus saving cost and labour of carting. He
contrived to build a flat bottomed barge with which to navigate
turnips, but finding this not practicable, his great mind caught
the beautifully simple idea of launching the turnips themselves
into the water, and letting them float down singly with the
current. In conversation he was heard to remark—" we throw
them in and bid them meet us at the Barn-end," (probably the
same barn which formerly belonged to Garendon Abbey, and
which stood till 1856. It was 50 yards long, and 15 yards broad).
In 1789 Mr. Bakewell was making a reservoir to receive
turnips from the brook, with a grate at the bottom to let out

the water, leaving turnips clean washed to be laid up as a supply
in frosty weather.

4

The fame of Dishley Grange undoubtedly rests on its
associations with improved breeds of livestock, and it was truly
said that " Mr. Bakewell is allowed by everyone to have been the
first person who systematically improved the breeds of livestock
with a view to the production of animal food." In sheep his
success was complete during his time, though the actual origin and
the system followed is obtained second hand. It appears that Joseph
Allom of Clifton was first man in the district with sheep about
the middle of the 18th century. This man, who commenced life
as a ploughboy, bought his ewes from Mr. Stone of Godeby in the
the Melton quarter of Leicestershire, and they would probably be
of the " Old Lincolnshire," kind. This was the type of sheep
which received Bakewell's attention and after improvement was
named the " Dishley or " New Leicester." Their bodies " are
as true barrels as can be seen, round broad backs, and legs not
above six inches long."
A three year old ram was accurately measured, and the
result thus stated :—
Girth 5ft. 10in.
Height 2ft. 5in.
His collar broad as eartips lft. 4in.
Breadth over shoulders lft.
ribslft.
„ hips
lft.
A most unusual proof of their kindly fattening was a
projection of fat upon the ribs, immediately behind the shoulder,
called the " fore flank " ; a point which the breeder never failed
to touch in judging the quality of this breed of sheep. What
was still more extraordinary, it was not rare for the rams, at
least of this breed, to be " cracked on the back " that is cloven
along the top of the chine in the manner fat sheep generally are,
upon the rump. This was considered as evidence of the best
blood.
Not only was this breed noted for its rapidity of fattening,
but also for its fleece. " Dyer," in his poem of " The Fleece,"
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published about 1758, thus notices the celebrity of the
Leicestershire for production of long-wool :—
" Need we the level greens of Lincoln note,
Or rich Leicestria's Marly plain, for length
Of whitest lock, and magnitude of fleece.
Peculiar envy of the neighbouring realms ! "
The system of ram letting received great impetus under
Bakewell's direction of the Dishley Society. In 1780 the price
per sheep for the season was sixteen shillings and later rose from
one guinea to ten, going still higher until 1789 when he received
twelve hundred guineas for the use of three, two thousand for
seven and his whole letting came to three thousand guineas.
After examining the cattle of different countries Mr. Bakewell
chose the breed of his district the old Longhorned or Lancashire
breed. The herd of Dishley Longhorns being founded upon two
heifers bought from Mr. Webster of Canley (near Coventry) in
Warwickshire and a bull from Westmoreland. It would appear that
this breed had already risen to some degree of excellence
particularly in Lancashire, Westmoreland and the Craven district
of Yorkshire. One of these heifers was historically known as " Old
Comely "— the mother of the bull Twopenny for which 200 guineas
was refused. Some parts of " Old Comely "-26 years of age—
were seen in pickle at Dishley, years after her death, among Mr.
Bakewells relics of his most remarkable animals, and it is recorded
that the fat on her sirloin was four inches thick. His improved
Longhorn cattle soon spread in the midland counties and Mr.
Fowler of Oxfordshire, at his sale in 1791 obtained very large
prices. At Mr. Paget's sale in 1793 a bull bred by Mr. Fowler
brought 400 guineas. Whilst actual records of his operations were
concealed, it would appear from trustworthy authorities that the
achievement was largely obtained by " in-and-in " line breeding.
The weight of an average animal when fat, ran from 9-10 score
per quarter.
In the breed of horses he was also very scrupulous, and
chose the short, thick, black sort as most advantageous for
harness. Some of his stallions were let out for very large sums ;
and one a famous black horse was exhibited before the King in
the Courtyard at St. James' Palace in 1785.

" The Dishley breed of horses originated in that of Flanders,
whence Mr. Bakewell selected the most valuable he could
procure."
Mr. Marshall in his notes, says, the handsomest horse I
have ever seen of the Leicestershire breed, and perhaps the most
picturable horse of this kind bred in the Island, was a stallion
of Mr. Bakewell's named K."
" He was in reality, the fancied war-horse of the German
painters, who, in their luxuriance of imagination, never perhaps
excelled the natural grandeur of this animal."
" A man of moderate size seemed to shrink under his fore-end,
which rose so perfectly upright, that his ears stood, (as Mr.
Bakewell says every horse's ears ought to stand), perpendicularly
over his fore-feet."
His pigs have been variously described as of Berkshire
breed and as a mix breed sort. They were bred in-and-in very
closely, until one observer either by sight or hearsay, found that
they were " all rickety," whilst another states they were " all
fools." Bakewell, however, did not think so, and may be these
remarks emanated from some occasional circumstance, jealous
rivals, or were the ignorant jibes of people whose so-called
familiarity with advanced methods led to expressions of contempt.
It should not be forgotten that there were many opposers to
Bakewell's views, amongst which might be mentioned " the Sages
of Smithfield," who said that his mutton was too dear to
buy and too fat to eat." He was condemned also, for his
association with the Dishley Society or " Tup Club," and the
enhanced prices which were induced by it.
From the many visitors to Dishley one might single out
Arthur Young (1770 and 1785) Marshall, George Culley, (1762),
Charles Collings (1783) from whose writings much of the
information has been copied.
Robert Bakewell was never married, in person he was tall,
broad in the chest and shoulders, and, in his general figure
exactly tallying with our ideas of a respectable old English
yeoman.
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His manners had a rustic, yet polite and pleasing frankness,
which rendered him acceptable to all ranks. Mr. Bakewell's
farming and breeding does not appear to have been a financial
success, notwithstanding his unremitting exertions, the admirable
economy of his farms, and the high prices obtained for his cattle,
but this is to be attributed entirely to the generous style of
hospitality he constantly maintained at Dishley, where every
inquisitive stranger was received and entertained with the most
frank and liberal attention.

After his death the farm was carried on by his nephew,
Mr. lioneybourn, who is also buried in Dishley Church. The
farm has been successively held by Messrs. Smith, Bosworth and
William Porter, the latter having been tenant for some 33 years
and is still in occupation of the Grange Farm.

C.

A. S. BOURNE,
F. WAKERLEY.

THE NATURE STUDY CLASS (LADIES).

The expanded heart of this man demanded more capacious
means for the gratification of its generous desires, and it is evident
from his conduct that he was ambitious rather of the honour, than
the profit of his calling.

BY ” THE OLD CROW."
Even now I see them racing
Off like gladsome school girls chasing
Moths and butterflies that flutter nettles, thistles, bushes o'er :
Fair hands nets are deftly swinging,
Happy tones afar are ringing ;
But that butterfly has dodged them. " Well ! I never !" " Can't
it soar ?"

From the foregoing particulars, the reader will be enabled to
appreciate the qualities of Mr. Bakewell, who, after devoting an
active and industrious life to a laudable profession, which proved
to him an endless source of pleasure, died, " after a tedious illness,
which he bore with the philosophical fortitude that ever
distinguished his character," on October 1st, 1795.

Nought they recked that pleasant ramble,
Though the skirts oft found the bramble,
Or a wayward, thorny hedgerow, or a hawthorn's hardened spear.
For a needle and a thimble
Worked by willing fingers nimble,
Would repair provoking damage—till another bush was near.
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Oh ! the fun, and oh ! the laughter,
Heedless of what might follow after,
And the nineteen maidens joined in tones of wild hilarity,
Till one maid of nineteen, alas !
Caught her foot in tangled knot-grass,
Tripped, and horizontalized her perpendicularity.
Scarce her " altitude " was measured
On the sward, when with her treasured
Net and captive butterfly she upward sprang, still full of mirth,
And she said in winsome rapture,
" Mine has been a double capture,"
For I've caught my butterfly, also my moth—my moth-er earth."
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" And I've caught one," several utter;
What a scrimmage, what a flutter,
And the lethal jar is opened with its deadly cyanide
And the net is gently shaken,
But that butterfly has taken
Its farewell of them for ever—for it didn't fall inside.
Toward them came their gentle master
Sympathising in disaster,
For he saw keen disappointment shown in every downcast eye.
" It was accidental purely,"
" And it might have been worse, surely,"
" Worse indeed if you'd succeeded—worse indeed—for th'
butterfly."
Then another maiden brought him
Her own capture, and besought him
Just to show her how the captive painlessly and quickly dies.
And all watched its feeble trial
To escape the deadly phial,
Till decreasing struggles ended, and it lay its captor's prize.

J. S. M.
SOLILOQUY ON THE PIANO.
Although the notes are all but gone,
And music in it there is none,
Yet 'tis relief to bang upon
Our Piano !
Up in the sitting room it stands,
Waiting until with weary hands
We touch the notes, which time demands,
Of Our Piano !
And when the study hour is o'er,
Then draw the curtains, close the door
Amusement from thy strains we draw
Old Piano !
On Sabbath day, from morn till eve
To cheer motonony, we're agreed
There's nothing in the world we need
Like a New Piano.

R.V.M.D.

SWITZERLAND.
A great many people know of Switzerland by its winter
sports only.
The summer, however, brings us a crowd of
strangers. To some of these—Englishmen—we owe a few of our
conquests. Perhaps you have heard of the greatest of them,
Whymper, the conqueror of the Matterhorn and of other virgin
peaks.
When you think of Switzerland as a country of mountains,
you are not far from the truth, but in spite of its smallness, there
is found, so to say, all the various climates of Europe, and the
different types of vegetation which are rendered possible, from
the olive tree and the evergreen oak to the mosses of Lapland.
This pleasing variation we owe to our mountains.
The excitement of an excursion in a mountainous district
makes an impression on all your senses. I do not speak of
climbing alone, which sport, once tasted becomes a passion, but
there, in the wilds, when after having accomplished the difficulties
and escaped the dangers of the ascent, you, at last, reach your
destination—the desired summit. You look around thinking for
a short time that you are the Lord of Creation.' You hear
nothing, save the rushing of torrents, quite low at your feet, or
may be the cries of some " choucas," *jealous to see their domains
violated by strangers. And when you descend you only pass
through one world to enter another—from the world of rocks and
eternal snows to that of verdure and flowers.
As well as having an Alpine sport and an Alpine climate, you
can speak of an Alpine flora : and this at once goes straight to
the heart of every lover of mountaineering. One's admiration
grows on seeing the courage with which the struggle for life is
carried on against wind and weather, against rolling stones and
running water, and finally, against snow and ice. And all these
little pioneers, for which no slope is too steep, no rock too hard,
carry this struggle through victoriously. Really, there is not
anything more lovely, and at the same time such a striking witness
of the conquest of " life over death."
*En.—A bird similar to a rook, peculiar to the Alps.
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The higher you ascend the more you notice the change in the
vegetation. Step by step, the species of the plain get fewer and
soon disappear, and in their place new forms spring up, isolated
at first, but onwards, ever more plentiful, thus gliding, as it were,
unperceived into quite a different flora : broad-leaved trees,
conifers, bushes, Alpine meadows (matts) remain behind and you
are in the Alpine zone. Here you enjoy yourself in the midst of
nature of the High Alps.
A division of the plant regions might be stated as follows :—
Zone of crops (hill region up to the upper limit of the
Vine).
Zone of forests (broad-leaved and coniferous trees).
Alpine zone (tufts and flowers).
The boundaries are far from being sharply defined ; their
course is affected by several factors : exposure, neighbourhood of
glaciers, mass of snow and rate of wind. The variation of the
boundary of the same zone may amount to several hundred feet in
For instance, in the northern valleys of
different places.
central Switzerland, the beech tree limit is 2,500-3,000 feet ;
yet in the valley of Anniviers, in the Canton of Valais, the
vine ripens its fruit at an altitude of 5,000 feet. The inhabitants
The Anniviards,
of these valleys deserve special comment
dwelling in their villages at an altitude of 5,000—to 6,000 feet,
possess in the Rhone valley—about 4,000 feet lower down—
extensive vineyards, meadows and fields. On the other hand,
their pastorial grounds extend up to 7,000 feet. During the year
part of the people come down to their valley farms whilst others
go with the cattle by stages to the grazing ' of the High Alps.
In late summer, on the way back, all the different stations are
visited—by stages again—profiting by the fresh grown grass.

favourite with climbers ; grows well in Engadin, and forms
there, in the " Searltal " the forest of Tamangur, whose clumps
are unique in the Alps. On the whole there is no natural
boundary line, but zones of transition. Above the limit of the
forests there is the boundary of the tufts analogous to that of snow
spots and then the boundary of the trees. Here you find some of
these Arolles—isolated, struggling against the elements, broken
by the lightning and the high winds of the mountains. There
they stand, as old warriors with white bare branches—outstretched as fleshless arms—the silent witnesses of the struggle of
life against death at this high altitude.
Some of the characters of the Alpine climate in comparison
with that of the plain might be enumerated thus :—
ATMOSPHERE. The lower pressure of the air.
TEMPERATURE. Lower average mean temperature.
C for each 300 feet ascent).
Smaller fluctuation of the mean temperature.
Greater variation in the warmth of day or cold at night.
(Clear warm days and cold nights).
Greater differences are observed according to position
and exposure.
LIGHT. More intense.
The vegetative period is shorter (6 weeks —5 months).
Higher temperature of the air at the beginning of the
season of growth when the snow melts. During the
time of actual growth often short visitations of snow
and frost.
WIND. Greater average velocity. Regular, often strong
valley and mountainous winds. Temporary warmth
derived from the special warm wind the Fohn. A
greater fall of snow which protects vegetation against
frost and drought.
Arrived in the Alpine zone there are no more trees only a few
diminutive bushes in large fields of rhododendrons. A green
carpet of Alpine plants, dotted, often in profusion, with lovely
coloured gentians, soldanels, anemones, saxifrages, which
together with hundreds of others, fight for the soil. Much

But, we must come back to our subject again. One of the most
interesting features of the Alpine region is its lower limits—the
boundary of the forests. This limit represents a momentary
check in the moving panorama. Forest, meadow, vegetation and
the whole organic life stretching upwards, is met by snow, ice
and rock sloping downwards.
The boundary of the forests is determined firstly by the kind
of tree, viz. : Pines Larches and Arolles.'1' The latter is a special

4

*En.—Arolle—Cembrian pine.
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scarcer is the edelweiss, the pet flower of the traveller,
gathered by so many hands—not always very delicate—little
wonder that they are disappearing very rapidly. Fortunately for
these small treasures the Government have enacted laws forbidding the gathering of them in large quantities and the taking of
them with their roots.

there's no one goes from here as I know of, but you'd better take
the bus up to the town mum, and maybe they'd tell you there.
I'll see what the driver says." With that he left us, to return in
a few minutes with another suggestion. " If it's only the things
you want taking, there's a farmer here what brings milk from
Y—, and he might manage to accommodate you."

Higher still the mosses attach themselves to the rock, and
dying form a speck of humus. On this a seed falls, perhaps
sheltered by the surrounding rocks, germinates, thrives and
blooms, and it is one of the great joys of the climber to find quite
unexpectedly one of these small flowers smiling at him from

I went out to view this good Samaritan, and found him to be
an elderly man of pleasant aspect, with a thick crop of grey
hair, a grey beard and whiskers and a pair of kindly eyes, which
surveyed me solemnly. " I want to get my luggage to Y—" I
said. " The porter tells me you come from there and might be
good enough to help me." " Ah yes," he replied with slow
caution, " and what house may you be going to ? " " Well you
see," I smiled, " I don't know yet. I believe the classes are to be
held in the Parish Room." A gleam of intelligence awoke in his
eyes. " So, you'll be the teacher for the Dairy School maybe.
Well ! Well ! it's better to be born lucky than rich any day, and I
might as well be a carrier I might, though I have no card hung
out to let people know. But I always was ready to help the
ladies, so I'll take the things for ye, and there's room for you too
if you care to come." I thanked him gratefully but explained
that we had our bicycles which we meant to ride. " Well,
anyway if you follow me I'll show you the way," as having put
the boxes in his milk float he mounted and started. The road
through the town was steep, and, walking and wheeling our
bicycles, we soon lost sight of our guide. But once out of the
town and shewn the direction, the way was not hard to find, and
it was not long before we reached Y—. It was quite a tiny
little village. Just a few cottages and about four small farms
dotted round a Green, part of which was a disused gravel pit,
and on the north of this stood a tiny Parish Room, which was to
be the scene of my labours for the next ten days. I had been
told to apply to a certain farmer S—for what assistance I needed
and that he had undertaken to find rooms for me. Somewhere to
dump our belongings was the first consideration, so I enquired
for, and was directed to Farmer S—. First I tried what was
evidently meant for the front door, with no result, and then went
round to the back, while my companion patiently stood in the

amongst the stones.
A plant of the buttercup family (Ranunculus glacialis) has
been found on the massive mountain " Rose " at an altitude of
more than 12,000 feet
The struggle of the Alpine flora with unfavourable conditions
is not its only pride. Add to it the gay colouring of the flowers,
which stand out raised by the smallness of the crowded green
leaves. We must add too, what creates the mysterious spell of the
Alpine flora, the scenery of our everlasting mountains which it
decorates with all its charms, where we spend the most glorious
hours and from which we descend intellectually and physically
strengthened.

J.F.

A DAY IN THE LIFE OF A DAIRY
SCHOOL TEACHER.
" Want a change and some new experiences ? Well, come
peripateting with me," was my suggestion to a friend, as I started
for a new centre in an unexplored part of the county, towards the
end of the working season. And that was how there were two of
us to arrive on that October morning at X—, the nearest railway
station.
"Any luggage, mum," said the porter as we stepped out.
" Yes, two boxes, and two bicycles. Can you tell us how we
can get them out to Y— ?" " Why that's four mile out," he said "and
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middle of the road holding both bicycles. " The village seemed
asleep or dead," but my loud and continued knocking on the door at
last awoke a youth who came and asked me what I wanted. I
enquired for Mr. S—, and was told he had gone off down the
road looking for some beast that had gone astray. He had been
gone some time, the boy said, and should be in any minute,
wouldn't I come in and wait. There was nothing to be done, so
I relieved Miss T—of the bicycles and we both went into the
little kitchen and sat down to wait with what patience we might.
An hour had almost passed before Mr. S - returned. We found
him to be a mild featured old man with an exceedingly quiet
voice, and he told us in a sort of a whisper that his housekeeper,
(who had been out beast-hunting with him), had spoken to a
lady ' across the green, and she thought she might be able to
do with us.' The housekeeper, a hard worked old body, with a
man's cap adorning her scanty locks, escorted us across to
introduce us. The good lady ' herself opened the door, and
proved to be a most forbidding looking female, with a sort of
irate bellow for a voice. She very grudgingly admitted us, and
we stepped into a tiny passage. Off it was a square kitchen-like
place with a range, a bare brick floor, a small table, a horsehair
sofa, and a couple of chairs. " This is the room," our wouldbe
landlady roared at us, " and I have two men who work on the
railway in the house too." The room beyond seemed to be a
little scullery, and as far as I could see there was no other. "And
shall we have to share this room with them," I asked. It looked
as if that might possibly be expected. " Oh no," said she, " they
won't interfere with you, beyond passing through this room a time
or two, but as they're decent folk you won't mind that ; besides
they are away at work most days." "Oh !" I said, "and the bedroom ?
perhaps we had better see that." So up the steep and narrow
stairs she conducted us to another room. It contained a large,
solid and depressingly hard looking bed, and on the chest of
drawers, which acted also as a dressing table, reposed a comb and
brush ! Such disreputable, dirty disgusting looking objects !
That settled it ! We could not possibly live in those rooms ; and
I am sure writ large all over us was our disapproval. However, it
was no good saying anything until we have found another

anchorage, and we sadly wandered out into the road again. The
housekeeper had in the meantime disappeared as though she
shook off all further responsibility in the matter.
Things looked black indeed. We had had an early
breakfast, and were beginning to be really hungry, as well as
tired and depressed. However, I was there to give lessons in
butter making, and a Demonstration Class was fixed for that
afternoon at 2.30. Something must be done, so I crossed to the
Parish Room to investigate matters there. The Dairy School
things were still stacked outside under the tent covers, and there
was no sign of the man who should have been there to help with
the preparation, and some dirty, neglected looking children were
at play in the room itself. It was now past 12 o'clock, and it did
not look as if things could possibly be ready in time, so again I
went to Mr. S —, this time to ask if he could let me have a list of
intending pupils, and direct me to their homes so that I could
ride round and put off the class.
While we were still discussing this matter, our prospective
landlady, with the megaphone-like voice, came in, and demanded
an audience with the housekeeper. They retired together outside
and presently the lady with the voice returned, with warlike
attitude and arms akimbo, and announced that she had changed
her mind— she could not do with us—she saw we were not
satisfied with her rooms, and if we expected her to cook and
provide for us, she would like to know how a busy woman like
her could be expected to do it. Desirous of pouring oils on
troubled waters, I turned and beamed on her, " Why Mrs. Addie,
that just what I said to my friend.—However will Mrs. Addie
be able to provide meals for us ? ". This was taking the wind
out of her sails, and she began to calm down visibly, especially
when I asked, in my most ingratiating manner, " and as you
won't be able to have us, perhaps you could suggest someone
else." She couldn't—but never mind, it was a relief to know we
hadn't got to go to her.
And then the clouds began to lift. We learnt that the man
for the Dairy School had turned up, and was quite prepared to
have everything in readiness by 2.30 and good Mr, S—, in the
kindness of his heart, offered to drive us to another village, about
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a mile away, where he thought we might be more successful in
getting rooms ; and made the most welcome suggestion that
while he was putting in the horse we should have something to
eat. The cold meat, and bread and cheese, he provided for us
made a delightful repast, and by the time the cart was ready we
were as giants refreshed and ready to meet any further " little
worries."

surprised if he finds amongst them some who enjoy the distinction
of being able to write those much coveted letters D.D., &c. after
their names : they are not necessarily the infallible brand of the
industrious, some of their futilities, and even absurdities, which it
it has been my lot to witness would make you roar with laughter.
For instance, one fellow considered that about two pints of
separated milk was sufficient for the morning meal of a calf a
few days old, and that chopped hay alone was enough for a cow
to be able to give a normal yield of milk in the winter months.

But this time our hunt for lodgings was more successful.
Mr. S—took ns to an old-fashioned house, with big comfortable
and clean rooms, kept by a widow of his acquaintance, who,
though at first rather aghast at being asked to take in lodgers,
when she found we would pay her well, allowed hereself to be
persuaded ; and there we settled down comfortably for the ten
days of my stay.

"CHRISTOPHER."
PLUCKED !
I have been wondering what should be the particular theme
and title of my contribution to this magazine. The only
suitable and appropriate one which I can think of just now, is, " a
word to the plucked": my best reason being that the writer was one
of those who tried but failed. Of course this is nothing to be
elated about, and, in fact, I was very much depressed at the time
because although events proved that my brains were not sufficiently
well stocked to satisfy the examiners, I had the wit to see and be
able to measure as well as estimate the serious drawback it might
prove to my future commercial success.
Well, my word to the plucked is " Don't be down-hearted,"
but rather be assured that so long as you are not afraid to work
you will find ample room in the working world for your useful
activities. That is to say a genuine worker is really valued, and
once found, given a trial, is not overlooked, or forgotten, but actually
sought after. When the student—the worker-student--has left
the college for the working world, he will find knocking about, I
might say—loitering about there—a sprinkling of the shirker
type, just as he noticed them in the college ; and he need not be

And now, in conclusion, I should like to say that for any one
who intends to go in for farming—either agriculture or dairying—he cannot do better than take a course of instruction at the
M.A.D. College. If he has not the good fortune to pass first
class, he will never regret the time he spent there because (here I
refer to the Dairying Department) he will find that the system
taught and the habits of cleanliness inculcated will be invaluable
when he goes out into the dairy world. I would have every
milkman go to college : we could then be sure of pure milk, clean
milk, or failing this he would be qualified to render a reason (if
he would) why it was otherwise.

PERCY SMEDLEY.
THE EXPERIENCES OF AN OUTSIDER.
Reaching Kingston rather late in the evening utterly ignorant
of the district, I was not at all dismayed to learn that my abode
was to be West Leake, a few minutes walk. I went light-hearted
enough to the Hostel, and was introduced to my comrades in
misfortune, though as yet we knew it not, and after supper we
commenced our " few minutes walk " to West Leake.
Poor misguided creatures ! How little we knew of what was in
store for us ; but unconscious of the real state of things we " trod
the ling like a buck in Spring," (my knowledge of Kipling,) and
when we had covered a little more than a mile and still could
trace no signs of our destination, an inkling of the real truth
dawned upon us.
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To say that we were staggered, would be to put it mildly.
A few minutes
Words fail to express our righteous wrath.
walk ! However do they measure hours ? " exclaimed one of my
friends, after he had exhausted all the saints with which he was
familiar, while another, (there were five of us) of a more practical
turn of mind said that we "must have taken the wrong mad," which
suggestion was instantly quashed, by reference to a dilapidated
sign post which told us that Leake was somewhere over the hill.

to upset our reconciling opinions, it commenced to snow in true
Midland fashion.
I was seated, after supper, before the Hostel fire, elaborating
some glorious scheme for the revolutionising of modern methods,
which would if it had been given to the world, have been an unquestionable success, when a voice in a tone which jarred upon
sensitive nerves and scattered my beneficient schemes ever more
to be lost to the world, broke in upon my reverie.
Say old chap,
isn't it time we were too-to-booing down yonder." It was no use
arguing with fate, so inwardly consigning him and West Leake
to a place where snow is unknown we started. There were only
three of us, the other two had gone on before. I was not in the
best of tempers at being so ruthlessly dragged from a good fire to
face a night such as this. The snow whirled around our heads,
the biting blast seemed to pierce to the very marrow of our bones,
yet we stumbled on. I could bear the fury of the elements, but
one of my companions would persist in the most absurd things.
He would be throwing snow balls at the trees and calculating how
long they took to drop, and several other absurdities especially on
such a night. Suddenly he broke out into " Somewhere the sun
is shining," and I really believe he would have inflicted the whole
of it upon us, if he had not been stopped in a way more effective
than polite.

Down-hearted, uphill, we continued our journey and soon,—
` oh glorious sight ! ' " The lights of Leake," we shouted, and
hope renewed we dashed on to make sure lest they should vanish
like some elusive will-o-the-wisp. Soon we could discern the
church spire, and with hearts palpitating, with eagerness and
curiosity, we dashed round the corner, and made our initial entry
into the world renowned spot of West Leake, up the main street,
past the church, the poplars, the shop, the pump, the policeman,
and several other landmarks of the inhabitants, and with cordial
" good-nights " separated to our respective lodgings.
I with two more was digging ' at a small farm house, and
very soon we were seated before a blazing fire listening to the
tales of our host as he recited various yarns of the fertility of the
soil, the lovely scenery, the perfect ' climate, etc., etc., until I
could conjure up dreams of myself lying idly on my back, beside
a placid shimmering stream, amongst vegetation imported from the
tropics, free from cares, at peace with the world and myself, or
chasing the gaudy butterfly over sunlit fields, or roaming through
leafy avenues of trees ; West Leake a perfect haven of rest, and to
bed we retired, after all to think that our lines had been cast in
pleasant places." Alas ! we knew no more of the real truth than
an emu knows about envelopes.
I shall have to skip over a few weeks and direct my efforts
to the primary objects of this article. We, that is the Leakonians,
had almost become reconciled to our lot, and I, for my own part,
had come to take a more sanguine view of my position, although
my dreams of naturalistic rambles were still a phantom, an illusive
myth, in the back-ground of my mind, when one evening, as if

I

The musings of my other companion were much more
appropriate. He gave a forcible opinion upon the weather. " Not
fit to turn a dog out in " he growled. That was a sentiment I
readily reciprocated, while our more senseless cargo tried to console
us for our very low birth, and then he struck up " Beautiful Isle
of the Sea " That did it ! I was just about at bursting point,
and his last effusion put the finishing touches on. I am afraid
what I said might not appear well in print so I will omit it. But,
reader, if you had been subjected to what we had to put up with
you would have understood and pardoned, and then to pile on the
insult he sang " Devon, glorious Devon." Just think of it ! Nine
o'clock on a wild stormy night. the snowflakes falling as thickly
as chaff from a sieve, more than a mile from our destination,
shivering with cold, and that wild ass attempting to sing a tune
like that.
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I -was j ust about to rush across the road and fling him and
his song into the hedge, when I found myself in violent contact
with a thorn bush growing at the side of the road. I managed to
extricate myself with a smaller loss to my coat than to my
character, and instantly made to execute my design, when in
trying to avoid me he slipped and rolled over into the ditch.
The ludicrous sight presented when he re-appeared made me
forget my own troubles in a hearty laugh at his expense. There
he stood trying to shake the snow from out his neck, his cap had
gone and his hair was a matted mass of dirt and snow, his
trousers and boots showed unmistakable signs of contact with
mud and water, a picture of abject misery. And yet we laughed !
Try a song,' we suggested,
It was our turn to do the teasing.
" you look miserable." Here he assured us with a great wealth of
adjectives -that it was no laughing matter, and when we had
exhausted his vocabulary we started again.

latch contrivance, which my abused companion indignantly
asserted was only invented " to tell jealous wives what time their
husbands arrived home at night."

Hope there will be a few glasses of warm for us," he said,
and I thinking that the most sensible remark I had heard from
him acquiesced (merely for his sake).
Soon we reached our lodgings and discovered the door
fast and the lights out. After fumbling about for half-anhour with the window, until our fingers were frozen to the bone,
we managed to open it and crawl through. At least one of the
others did—I preferred a less risky entrance. The first thing he
did was to upset a pile of plates, (2/- they cost him), and the
noise of the falling crockery brought down our indignant landlady, who remonstrated with him, in none too gentle terms, for
his unceremonious entrance, and desired to know why the door
was not good enough for him. Of course, he quickly informed her
that it was locked, which assertion, with many flourishes known
only to landladies, she instantly repudiated. The door after all
was only latched, and there we had stood freezing outside for fully
three-quarters of an hour, while our energetic comrade, had
burglarised an entrance, thereby losing his reputation in the eyes
of our respected hostess and much more important still losing
what in the " Players " language he calculated as eight packets,
and all because we failed to understand that patent American

Our outraged landlady then retired and we prepared to do
the same. Fire, there was none, and after hunting in a cold back
kitchen for a considerable time we were lucky enough to find the
stump of a candle and a couple of matches (which afterwards
turned out to be safeties) and made our way upstairs. The
discovery of the nature of the matches and what accompanied it
need not be related here, but suffice it to say that it was well that
the inventor of that human plague was not present, or he might
have heard a few truths concerning his sacred self, not calculated
to be conducive to the best of amiability between us.
I could tell much more—but why draw it out—I could tell of
shaving water frozen, of tramps through rain and snow galore,
of bicycle tires bristling like hedgehogs, of porridge cold and
rigid, but enough—I have wearied you already with my woes,
the lot of "outsiders," hygenic, exhilarating, appetising it has been
called, a nice walk (or run) before breakfast, but alas ! people who
said so were happy in the knowledge, that they were lodging at
the Hostel, and if experience had been their portion, they would
have been more considerate, more forgiving towards the faults and
shortcomings of those who are unfortunate enough to come under
the class known as " Outsiders."

T.W.S.
" WITH APOLOGIES FROM MIDVICTORIAN."
Up to the dorm' I run " a spright "
With trembling steps draw near,
A few more yards my goal in sight
Then what is that I hear ?
" Why don't you tidy up your hair ?
You can't ! that cannot be,
A girl who disregards her hair
Won't get the N.D.D. ! "
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A maiden sad and all folorn
Slowly I turn away.
My flowing locks a bob ' must form
For peace, the only way !

PRACTICE WITH SCIENCE.
The title used is well known to all readers of this magazine
as being the motto or device surrounding the initials of The Royal
Agricultural Society of England, and a very excellent motto it is.
Are there many students who, having noticed these three words,
have considered the important influence they exert in the life such
students will eventually pursue ? Is your life to be a success, a
failure, or are you quite content to plod along after the manner of
an automatic machine, neither of much use to yourself or to
anyone else ?
Supposing we take the words separately and then take them
together, reviewing their effect upon one's life, and so finding out
by a little thought why it is necessary to plan out one's future at
the start, and at the same to determine to strictly adhere to your
plans through thick and thin, only altering them where you can
see an ultimate advantage is gained thereby.
Starting with Practice. Practice according to the Dictionary
means either, as a noun, " Custom," or as a transitive verb, " to
do habitually." The writer has personally heard Agricultural
students after bearing a lecture on a subject common to farm
life exclaim " fancy stuffing all that down, I'm jolly sure we don't
do all that on our farm and we get on alright."
Yes, dear fellows, but are you getting every cent of profit
out of your farm that you can, have 3 on no waste on your farm,
in other words are your methods ancient or modern ? Remember
that years ago competition was not so keen as it is now,—when
every farthing of profit is a valuable asset. To work by custom
is to neglect your brains, do not forget that. Whatever profit
you make, there is nearly always more to be made out of your
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business by using your brains in order to find a saving
somewhere. This applies to all businesses.
Again, as an example, take the matter of butter-making on
the farm, why is that so many samples of farm house butter only
achieve an average roughly of 75 marks out of 100, why is that
the butter lacks uniformity and can very rarely be depended upon
to give continued satisfaction ? Because of working by Practice
without Science, using both out-of-date and careless methods.
People's taste has become more fastidious on account of the
excellent produce placed upon the market by creameries managed
by well trained people, therefore the farmer must become modern
and produce butter to suit the popular taste. I ask the reader
candidly, if he cannot also think of other examples in his daily
life where practice is studied solely at the expense of profit.
Now let us see what Science used alone can do, or cannot do,
for the improvement of the individual who wishes to make
headway in these days of keen competition. Science, says the
Dictionary is " knowledge reduced to a system," be it so, but can
system work by itself ? Can any of my patient readers run a
farm by system, or shall we say, by Theory alone ? Emphatically,
no.
A man may design a ship to be theoretically perfect in all
details, but does that say the ship will float ? Was not the ill-fated
Titanic perfectly designed by one of England's best Draughtsmen,
and guaranteed perfectly unsinkable, how then was it that the
boat sank ? for the designer had calculated the possibility of such
an accident and theoretically his ship was strong and watertight
enough, but practice proved the contrary to be the case.
Businesses are formed, and from the alluring Prospectuses
issued one can read that theoretically the firms could not fail, but
though the knowledge of the business is reduced to a system by
experienced men, still practice proves over and over again that
the systems put forth in the prospectuses are unworkable.
Suppose we now combine the two words and take " Practice
with Science." To begin with it is absolutely necessary to use
practice with science to be successful. The average individual
cannot play the piano without a theoretical knowledge of music to
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enable him to read the music prOperly, and a large amount of
practice to enable his fingers to become supple and to finger the
notes rapidly. It may also be reasoned that a man cannot leave a
dairy college, and expect to start in the management of a
commercial creamery, or milk business, without a practical
knowledge of every day commercial life and business methods.
You cannot bargain for the sale of produce or settle contracts by
your theoretical knowledge, it requires a practical knowledge not
only of your work, but that which is equally as important, a
sound knowledge of human nature and a confident or convincing
personality, in order to meet shrewd business men on there own
ground.

districts. But few streams exist and water is hard to obtain in
the drier months of the year. For many days the main roads
may be blocked with six feet of snow drifts and sometimes the
farmers cart returning after the weekly market may get caught in
one of the sudden blinding storms that sweep down from the
" edges," and have to be abandoned until the snow melts away
from it.
The soil of these carboniferous outcrops is frequently quite
unfit for cultivation either because it is too thin on the original
strata, or too cold if it lies on one of the pockets of boulder clay
which are not uncommon.
Dwellers in the recognised agricultural districts can have
little idea of the hardships under which the men, striving to
farm—as their forebears have striven for centuries—these
inhospitable and ungrateful lands, live. The condition showever
have produced a characteristic race ; hardy, independent and
careful, good-natured but retiring. They are content with small
profits, but they also have to be content with slow returns. For
their maintenance, they depend almost wholly upon the sale of
cheese which they make during the summer months. Many of
them however contrive to keep a small flock of sheep as well,
which if they are lucky, helps to keep them. The more fortunate
may even indulge in the breeding of a heavy colt occasionally,
which is always a source of much interest and anxiety. They
are encouraged to do this by the owners of two good Shire Studs,
who allow reduced fees to tenant farmers. The mountain limestone
formation is noted for the production of heavy-boned shires, and
the climatic conditions produce very hardy constitutions. It is a
proud day for the Moorland farmer who gets a prize for his foal
at the local show, and a profitable one if he follows this up by a
fifty guinea deal for it at the well-known October sale at
Ashbourne. An occasional windfall of this kind helps to compensate for the bad luck which is so often the lot of the hill-folk.

The student who decides to spend a few months at business
in the company of the men who help to control our markets, or
with the head or heads of departments in whichever branch of
industry the student intends to spend his life, is investing money
in experience which will be returned with compound interest
when he is able to take the responsibilities that are placed upon
his shoulders and a position of trust is given to him. There is
no luck in business life, all success being achieved by perseverance and sound forethought combined with Practice and Science-

WM. PITTOCK SMITH, F.C.S., N.D.D.

SOUTH OF THE PEAK.

The conditions under which Agriculture and Dairying are
carried on in the bleak Moorland districts of Derbyshire and
North Staffordshire are very different from those of the more
favourable parts of The Four Counties.
Spring, Summer,
Autumn, Winter, as such, do not exist for the Moorlander. As he
describes it in the local vernacular, the year consists of " nine
months winter and the rest snow."
All the farms lie high on outcrops of the Carboniferous
strata, and walls of gritstone and limestone take the place of the
hedges and banks of the less vigorously dealt with agricultural

Looking more closely into the routine of a typical farm in
this locality it is hardly conceivable that farmers actually situated
in the midlands could have held so rigidly to out of date customs
of agricultural practice. The work from day to day is very
similar. A distinction, however, can be drawn between the days
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during the period of the year when the cattle are " lying up,"
and the days during the time that they are " turned out." The
18th of May is the recognised date after which milking cows can
be turned out an d they generally come in again for the nights
early in November.

the feeding, however, is very simple as they get nothing beyond
hay and water. Any spare time there may be during these short
days is occupied either by fencing, or carting out manure on to
the meadow-land.
The first sign in an increase of the work is when the lambs
begin to fall in April. These however require little attention
when compared with the down breeds and crosses. They are the
hardy Gritstones, and have been bred pure, on the formation
from which they take their name, for over a hundred years. The
ewes are excellent mothers, and their wool is short, close, and of
a very fine texture. A good idea of the hardy nature of this
breed can be got from the fact that after weaning, the ewes are
taken on to the open Moorland, a hundred acres of which are
often given in, as it were, with a farm of fifty acres, having a
rental of thirty shillings per acre. The accumulation of this
rent is a source of great anxiety to the farmer, as also is its
transference to the Hall on rent day.' But anxiety is compensated for to a certain extent by the tenants dinner, at which all
cares are forgotten for the time being and entirely obliterated as
evening advances. It is generally a very anxious wife who waits
the return of " th' maister," both upon this occasion and upon
the occasion of the great grouse shoot, when all the tenants go as
drivers. Some of the finest grouse shoots in the kingdom are to
be had on these moors,
A glance at the work on a summers day will give an insight
into the conditions of Dairying. These conditions are anything
but perfect, and will bring home to the Kingston student, the
great advantages to be gained by using up-to-date methods. The
type of cheese made is a hard pressed variety, resembling somewhat the Derby cheese in size. There, however, the comparison
must stop as the quality and method of manufacture is vastly
inferior. The nights' milk is left in the kitchen in a large round
vat capable of holding thirty or forty gallons. The mornings
milk is added to it bucketful at a time, as it is milked. The
farmers wife generally makes the cheese, and her attention is
divided between it and her family all through its manufacture.
An entire rennet stomach or yells as it is called, is now suspended
in the milk and this is kept hanging on the ceiling of the living

On these, for the most part, small farms, the servant girl is
the first to rise, and at an early hour. She lights the fire then
calls the men who nearly always " live in." It is an interesting
fact that most of the hired labour consists of the sons and
daughters of the neighbouring farmers, and it is characteristic of
the district that many of the families are related to each other,
and most of them have been upon the same farm for generations.
There are no new comers to the Moorlands. The lives of both
farmers and their hands are hard lives, and for the latter almost
the only outstanding feature of the year is the fair, held on
Boxing Day, at the Market Town. It is at this fair that labour is
secured for the year and it is therefore known as Hiring Fair,
though by the tradesmen of the town it is less politely called
" Gawby Fair," and to anyone who has seen the farm hands
enjoying themselves, youths and girls, one with another, the
reason is obvious. The all-important questions that day for the
Gawby's are " art stayin' on " ? or " host had thee shillin " ? The
*shilling being given by the master as a pledge for the hireling's
year of labour.
Milking is the first important operation of the day, and it
means very little during the period of the year when the cattle
are inside. It is of course preceded by " mixening," which is soon
done on account of the absence of litter. The cattle lie directly
upon the floors of byres, as the floors are made of well-rammed
earth. What milk there is, is either separated or set.' The
cream is then turned into butter. The word churned cannot be
used, as the process is carried out in a dash-churn," the result
being one solid lump of butter which is subsequently worked by
the hands. These two conditions naturally often result in the
production of butter of very inferior keeping quality. The
tending of the stock at the homestead takes up most of the day,
e

Fastening ' or Earnest ' money.
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room when not wanted for use. No attempt at all is made to
regulate the temperatures. When the coagulum is too firm it is
broken up by means of a blunt, wire, vertical curd-breaker, and
almost immediately allowed to sink. An earthenware bowl is
now placed upon the curd to:weight it, and the whey is ladled out
of the vat with a hand bowl which is also in general use for
household purposes. The curd is now broken into eight inch
cubes, and tied up in a cloth and put into a wooden press. The
pressure is supplied as a dead weight in the form of a massive
dressed stone. When sufficiently dry it is broken up, salted and
vatted. It is then subjected to excessive pressure for three days.
The resulting product is generally hard and dry, and it is poor in
quality. After being stored for some months in an unventilated
bedroom it is disposed of a rule at the Macclesfield and other
cheese fairs and rarely realises more than sixty shillings a
hundredweight.

unconsciou'sly, ideas are interchanged which cause - a broadening
and expansion of the mind of great service in the after life.

The work on the farm during the time of the year when the
herd is out of doors, consists chiefly in the improvement of the
grass land and the care of young horned stock. The ewes and
lambs also require attention, but it is very seldom that any lambs
are kept on as stores, one reason being because there is no arable
land. All but a few ewe lambs for the flock are sold as they
become sufficiently prime to satisfy the local butcher.
Such is in brief outline the way of the Moorland farmer, and
if on the one hand he misses some of the amenities which make
life pleasant for the easier placed agriculturist, there is on the
other, a sense of freedom, and independence about the life, which
breeds robustness, and a sense of reliance, which is attained by
the ever constant, but ever victorious tussle with all the various
forces which nature uses in her combat with mankind.

J. H. PARKES.
SOCIAL LIFE AT COLLEGE.
There cannot be too much stress laid upon this section of
College Life, it has much greater effects than the Members who
take part in it ever realize. Students mingle together, and almost

Of course the old adage " Work while you work, and play
while you play " must never be lost sight of, but " all work and
no play makes Jack a dull boy," dull, both to himself and his own
instincts, and also to others amongst whom he is working.
What student does not look back on the Social events in his
College Life as some of the brightest times of that period, and it
is of these that old students, meeting again after years spent apart
in different work, talk over their reminiscencies.
Those Friday nights were always looked forward to,
sometimes certainly with great anxiety to the chief performers,
but nevertheless they made a pleasant change in the weekly work.
The first and awful " Hat Night," when in fear and trembling,
one drew a tiny scrap of paper, and on it read of a subject, which
by the law of the Medes and Persians, one had to speak on for
three minutes. Did ever a room seem so full of people, or three
minutes so long ? and how one's knees shook as a few more words
were stuttered out. But this is surely a starting point in a
student's life, and gives him his first idea, of what it is like to face
an audience and give a lecture. After a few attempts at
" speechifying " at debates, etc., it is not half the ordeal it was, at
the first dreadful hat night. Then think of the ingenuity a
Mock Parliamentary Election brings forth, both on the part of
the Candidates themselves, and also their Supporters. Was there
ever such marvellous verse and prose written, as appeared from
the students least expected of aspiring to Authors fame, to say
nothing of the works of art, which only heralded elaborate
drawings later on, on the blackboard.
And then the Concerts, when Staff and Students worked
together, to provide a pleasant evening, not only did they enjoy
it themselves, but working together on a different basis to the
ordinary routine of College Life, gives them a better knowledge
of each other, which they might never have had, had they always
remained Lecturer and Student.
Much fresh information was gained from the lectures given
on those Friday evenings, by Students who had been in other
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countries. This information often having a direct bearing on the
Agricultural or Dairying side of life in other parts, and one can
never know too much, although it is often difficult to assimilate
unless taken in a sugared form.

time he becomes a Lecturer or Leader of others, and the good
influence so obtained is again brought into play in another sphere.
Ideals of sport and pleasure, combined with good hard work, never
impede progress, but rather inspire a student on to greater
efforts, and the pleasures which he has enjoyed help him to assist
in meting out the same to others.

What jolly evenings the dances were, and what a splendid
finish to a term of hard work. Examinations all finished, nothing
further to bother about (except of course the packing, which
usually got done in the early hours of the morning). The dance
was a bright event looked for ward to by all, even those who had
all the trouble of preparing the dainty food for such a crowd of
ravenous people. For weeks it was talked of ! The girls thinking
of what they should wear, and the fellows if they could manage to
dance by that tune. And then when the night came, how gay
the old Lecture room looked, with its festive decorations, and could
it possibly be the gloomy old " Chemistry " Lab. ? Anyhow it
made an excellent sitting-out-room under its coverings. The
Quad in the moonlight proved a most tempting promenade for the
heated partners, even at the risk of spoiling the floor for dancing.
But the Supper, surely that was the summit of expectation,
at least to the non-dancers. The dining-room seemed crammed
full of delicacies, which quite made the memory of " doorsteps "
eaten earlier in the day, fade away as mere shadows.
When the end of the evening came, what happy, though
weary people, straggled off to bed, and even the excitement next
day of catching trains home for the holidays, could not entirely
drive away the recollection of the previous glorious evening.
Then the Sports that are gone in for at College, they bring
out competitive and sporting instincts in those who take part.
What splendid footballers the College often produced, and
although a like praise cannot be given to the votaries of hockey,
they had some very fine times, and although they hardly ever won
a match, they learnt how to take a beating and to keep on smiling.
And in the summer, cricket and tennis proved delightful
recreations when work got stale.
All these enjoyments partaken of in the regular course of
events, give the Student a grounding to work upon, when in due

"Old Students' Associations and such Societies should be
supported by all College Members, both past and present, everyone
working together for the common weal ; then, by the publication
of a year book and such like literature, and re-unions both of a
Social and Instructive kind, help is given to all grades of
Students. This is confirmed by such Societies as the British
Dairy Farmers Association, and the Dairy Student's Union, who
organise Annual Conferences, combined with instructive tours,
and pleasant social gatherings, both in our own Country and
abroad, and these have a wide reaching effect upon all who take
part in them.

" A WOULD BE SOCIALIST."

THE COWICHAN DISTRICT OF
VANCOUVER ISLAND, B.C.
The Cowichan district of British Columbia is situated in the
southern part of Vancouver Island, and comprises an area of 500
square miles. It is bounded on the west by the Pacific Ocean and
on the east by the Gulf of Georgia. The southern boundary is
about 27 miles north of Victoria, and the northern boundary about
20 miles south of Nanaimo.
On the whole, the climate is not greatly different from that of
southern England, except that the extremes are slightly greater.
The rainfall is mostly confined to the winter months, and one can
usually depend on having from four to five months of uninterrupted fine weather in summer. In winter the thermometer
occasionally registers a temperature of three or four degrees below
zero, but this is never maintained for any length of time.
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The soil of the district varies in richness, but is all, more or
less, good. There is much rich black loam from which magnificent
crops are taken -annually. An average yield of oats on such soil
is 60 bushels to the acre, though as many as 100 bushels have
been taken. There is also much red loam found, which is said to
be particularly suitable for fruit growing. Of course, at present,
a very small proportion of the soil of the district is under cultivation, the greater part of the land being still dense forest.
The population, about 3,500, are chiefly congregated on the
eastern side of the island, as the Esquamalt and Nanaimo Railway
runs through this part. The people are mostly English, and there
is quite a colony of retired army officers and their families among
them.

price of 44'37 cents. per lb. The average price paid to farmers
was 39.90 cents. per lb., the cost of manufacture being 3.80 cents.
per lb.
During the last few years the egg department have increased
their turnover considerably. The same attention is shown in this
department in the matters of cleanliness and grading, so that eggs
from the Cowichan Creamery are always beyond suspicion. Last
year 150,080 dozen eggs were sold, the average price paid to
farmers being 3136 cents. per dozen.

Duncans is the largest town and. the natural centre of the
district. It has a population of about 1,500, and appears to be a
very go ahead " little town or " city," as it now terms itself. It
possesses many excellent stores, churches of all denominations,
several doctors, tennis, cricket, golf and football clubs, and what
is of the greatest importance to the farmer—a well-conducted Cooperative Creamery.
The Cowichan Creamery was inaugurated about 15 years ago,
and has gradually developed with the increasing number of
farmers in the district and their varying needs. It appears to
have been managed in a most businesslike way, and the produce
from it now fetches the highest prices in the provincial markets.
Besides the creamery department there is a feed store, by means of
which farmers are able to obtain their food stuffs at wholesale
prices ; an egg department, and a poultry fattening station. The
milk is all separated on the farms, and the cream is taken to the
creamery twice a week in winter and three times in summer. The
cream is tested when handed in at the creamery, and the farmers
are paid monthly at a varying rate per lb. of butter fat. Should
there be any dirt or taint in a can of cream handed in the farmer
is advised of it, and his cream is put into a second grade, for which
a lower price is paid, and the butter manufactured from it is not
sold as " creamery butter.'' It is in this way that the Cowichan
Creamery has made and maintained such a high reputation for its
butter. Last year 130,833 lbs. of butter were sold at an average

In the Feed Store department last year 2,407 tons of food were
sold for $70,246. 06, and in the poultry fattening station 45,845
lbs. of poultry were sold for $11,923.94, The latter department
was only commenced last year, and so far a profit has not yet been
shown to the association The turnover of the association for last
year amounted to $195,375.88, being an increase of $46,074.70
over that of the preceding year. The directors of the association,
in view of the rapid development which is taking place in the district, have decided to considerably increase their plant. A small
grain elevator is to be installed, which will greatly reduce the cost
of handling grains. Also a modern cold storage plant is to be
erected, from which considerable profit is anticipated in the sale
of ice during summer, as well as from the storing of the association's products.
Farmers taking a share of $10 are entitled to all the advantages of the association, though cream and eggs may be sent in by
non-shareholders, to whom a slightly lower price is paid. The
dividend declared at the close of 1912 was at the rate of 6%.
Dairy farming is the leading branch of agriculture practised
in the Cowichan district. The rapid growth of the towns of
British Columbia during the last few years has caused a steady
increase in the price of dairy products, though just lately there
has been a slight fall in the price of butter, owing to the competition of New Zealand. The climate, especially around Duncans, is
particularly suitable for dairying ; the summers being not too hot
and the pastures remaining fresh for a long time. Jerseys are the
most popular breed for cream, and Holsteins and Ayrshires for
milk. Where the milk is separated on the farm the separated
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milk is generally utilized for fattening pigs, which in this way
prove a profitable side line.
At present there is rather a boom in poultry farming here,
and there is quite a demand for small lots for this purpose. Many
owners of large farms have been forced to sub-divide their land,
owing to the demand and the consequent rise in land values. The
usual size of a poultry farm is 10 acres. This is sufficient land on
which to run up to 1,000 birds. There are many different breeds
kept in the district, but White Leghorns seem the most popular of
the light breeds, and White Wyandottes and Rhode Island Reds
of the heavy. About 50 birds are usually run together in a large
open-pointed house of the dropping board and scratching shed
type. Incubators, mostly of American manufacture are used, and
on one of the largest poultry farms a " mammoth " incubator
with a 3,000 egg capacity, has been installed. It has been found
that poultry do exceedingly well in the bush, where it is not too
thick, and many beginners start on such land, gradually clearing
it themselves during the winter months. As such land can be
bought at a fairly reasonable figure in the vicinity of Duncans, it
is possible to start this business without a large outlay of capital.
One local expert estimates the profits for laying birds per annum
at $'2.20, but an average estimate on a carefully managed farm is
probably more like $1.50 to $2 per bird per annum. Some
people are experimenting with " room brooders," which are mostly
used on larger American poultry farms. By this system 1,000 to
1,500 chicks may be reared together, the heat being generated
from one central lamp. A considerable amount of labour is thus
saved, but there is much risk in running such a large numbe
together from overcrowding, unless a perfectly even temperature
can be maintained throughout the room.
Fruit growing has not developed to a great extent here,
though the district is said to be admirably suited for apples, pears,
cherries, and most of the smaller fruits. Irrigation is not required. Apple trees come into bearing in their fourth year, the
yield gradually increasing until the seventh or eight year, when a
good return is expected. Though the life of a fruit farmer appears
to be a delightful one, the pursuit does not seem to offer a
sufficiently good return for most people. The prices in the pro-

vincial markets are a source of dissatisfaction to many growers,
the fruit from this district having to compete with that grown in
the States. Prices are good in the east, but freights are leaving,
though doubtless these will soon improve.
There are many points of general interest regarding this district which it is impossible to deal with in the space of a short
article, though perhaps the extreme scenic beauty and the exceptional sporting facilities, both with rod and gun, might just
be mentioned.
In conclusion. To the man with a few hundred pounds,
good health and determination, this district offers an assured
living, a free and unconventional life, and almost certain improved
health. There are no fortunes to be made from the soil, unless by
speculating with it, and that is a risky business. Wages from
$15 to $30 per month -with board and lodging, are paid for farm
labour. The cost of living for a man " batching, " i.e., where he
does all his own cooking and house work himself, should not
amount to more than $15 to $20 a month, and where two or three
fellows " batch " together, as is often the case, the proportionate
expense to each one is slightly less. A shanty of two room?, can
be built for $150, and if a man has a knowledge of carpentering
and can build his own house so much is saved. Most farmers out
here are good carpenters, and they often add to their incomes by
working out at carpentering. Carpenters wages are paid at the
rate of $4 to $5 per day.
Wm. H. MACCONNELL.

THE SIMPLE STUDENT.
A gentle reminder from your Editor that the columns of the
Magazine allotted to me still preserve their virgin whiteness,
impels one to withdraw from calculation of profits and losses and
to turn over my mental soil in the hope of unearthing something
new to talk about.
I could tell you about the old College days, and the plays we
had, and the things we did about the arguments that were
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never finished and the work that was never done. I could even
turn up my old note books and copy out one of the lectures for
you, but probably you wouldn't read it.

the pound a week job, tells his friends he's engaged to manage a
factory in the South and imagines he is going to work from eight
till three on week days and two or three hours on Sunday
morning.
He arrives. He patronises the manager, especially if the
latter does not happen to know the difference between a Lactic
Acid Bacillus and a Coli Communis. He is very strong on Coli
" It is found in dirty milk," he says, " causes
communis.
puffy cheese."

I could tell you about milk, if it weren't that you know all
about it—and by you, in this case, I mean those who have just
passed through, or just entered college. • When you have handled
a few million gallons, the only thing you will know about milk is,
that when you have got it you don't want it, and when you want
it you haven't got it.
I won't tell you about butter, because in every agricultural
paper you pick up, you will find the same old information served
up three or four times in the same issue.
A few hints on the making of soft cheese would, I am sure,
be appreciated if it were not for the fact that nobody will buy
them.
What is there then of new ? What subject fresh and simple
retains its greenness to be gathered by the agricultural scribe.
There seems only one ; the college student as he leaves the scene
of his triumphs, proudly waving his examination laurels, and sets
forth to carve his road to fame.
His first serious problem is whether he shall sign the letters
N.D.D. after his name in applying for a job. As the head of a
big dairying concern said : " I can tell by his grammar that he's
NOT Doctor of Divinity, but what the dickens is he."
Having received one or two rebuffs he feels that the world of
dairying cannot appreciate the jewel that is being cast before it
and proceeds to badger County Councils to pay him /150 a year
for imparting his knowledge to others less favoured than himself.
I think it was Bernard Shaw who uttered the famous remark :
" Those who can, do ; those who can't, teach. " Ain unkind saying
certainly, but sometimes true.
The County Councils rebuff him also, more politely, indeed,
but none the less effectively. Presently he is offered a job in a
factory at a pound a week. By this time he has dropped the
N.D.D. after his name, his idea of salary has dwindled down in
successive applications from £150 to 175, and he gladly accepts

Very good," says the manager, " don't you make any puffy
cheese and I shan't complain." Start at six to-morrow morning
and look after the separator ; you understand all about separators,
don't you ?
" Oh yes, the milk is split up by the discs and the centrifugal force exerted by the rapid revolving of the bowl causes
the--er-er - separated-er-separation."
" What do you do whilst the curd is getting acid," asks the
new man.
" `That! ! ! "
Question repeated with the addition, " I suppose you have a
boy to polish the brass work ? "
" Umph, " said the manager.
New comer ventures another question.
" I suppose you finish about three ? "
The manager seems irritated : " Six if you're lucky, seven
usually, sometimes not at all."
" And Sundays ? " gasps the student.
" Sundays same as weekdays, also Christmas Day, Bank
Holidays, Good Friday, Easter Day. To-morrow morning six
o'clock, mind."
The new corner's experiences in the morning with the
separator are not encouraging. He remembers that it should
make 6,000 revolutions a minute, but he recollects nothing in the
theory books about procedure to be followed, when after a few
minutes run, it rattles in a most alarming manner. He peers
anxiously at the machine which rattles back at him more fiercely
than ever. His air of lofty superiority falls from him and he turns
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to ask one of the ordinary men what is the matter. The man,
however, either because he cannot hear in the din, or for some
reason not unconnected with malice, does not afford him any
assistance.
Arrives the manager upon the scene. Student explains at top
of his voice : " Separator rattling, must be out of order, bowl
probably unbalanced or machine not standing level on the floor."

No one will think the worse of him for this. Whereas if he
professes to know everything he will surely cause some expensive
disaster, which is bad for him and brings discredit on dairy
college training.

The manager casts one look full of words unspeakable at the
student, touches a bearing and goes to throw over the driving belt
at the very moment when it breaks under the severe strain.
Swiftly and lucidly he points out that a bearing which holds
a spindle revolving at 6,000 a minute gets hot if it is not supplied
with oil. That if it gets hot it seizes and imposes a strain which
would break the strongest belt in christendom, and that if the
student had turned on the oil drips the machine would not have
rattled nor the belt have broken. As it is with the milk coming
in at the rate of 2,000 gallons an hour and a string of impatient
farmers blocking the factory yard he had better mend the belt in
the quickest of quick time and get the machine going again.
All this is said in less time than it takes to read it, and with
sufficient angry emphasis to force from the unhappy student his
first acknowledgement that there is something in dairy work that
he does'nt know.
" I can't ! " he gasps.
" That's the first sensible remark I have heard you make so
far," says the manager, and gives the work into more capable
hands.
I had some thoughts of telling about the simple students'
encounters with the wily farmer and how he discovers a lot more
things that he doesn't know, but space forbids.
What I do seriously desire to point out to dairy students
without experience, who take up their first job, is to candidly
admit that they don't know, or are not sure of, the exact way of
handling whatever task they are set to do, if they have any doubts
about it in their own minds. Or, if they don't like to confess
ignorance, let them craftily ask to be shown " how it is done
here."

In cheesemaking, too, it is well to enquire on what lines your
predecessors have gone and to follow them for a time, until you
can begin to experiment in a small way at improvements.
There is no science so interesting as dairying, but we must
remember that, as in agriculture, local practice is, as yet, a good
way ahead of science, and the truly scientific man is the one who
knows how little it is that he does know.
But this attitude is not rewarded with success in examinations.

PATRICK LEE.
CO-OPERATION AND LAND BANKS
FOR FARMERS.

When one reflects upon the attempts that have been made
during the last few years by the various associations separately to
improve the price of milk the question arises in the mind of the
observer : Why cannot all these associations amalgamate into one
central society, and so very materially strengthen the farmers
position against the wholesale milk dealers ? In the late coal
strike one sees that even the colliers recognise that they must all
work together as one body through their centre, and so must
farmers if they intend to gain their,object.
One would at once see how ridiculous it would be for one
colliery to attempt to increase the price of coal in any one town,
or to withdraw the coal supply from that particular town, and so
it is exactly the same with the milk supply.
It is equally fruitless for the farmers of one county to
endeavour to withdraw the milk supply from one town whilst their
agricultural neighbours in the adjoining county are content to sell
milk at a much lower price than the others are fighting for, and
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this also applies to the cheese makers. I mean the individual
farmers who make cheese themselves or the associations that run
factories solely for the manufacture of cheese. These surely should
not sell their milk at a less price than is asked by others, and so
assist the milk dealers to defeat those who are really the backbone
of the milk producing world, and who at a great expense to themselves endeavour to obtain prices they are truly justified in asking
owing to the greatly increased prices of feeding stuffs during the
last year or so.

their weekly wages, and as cheese is not immediately realisable,
they find that they must sell their milk at the best offer that can
be obtained, in order to provide the necessary ready money ; and,
who by under selling their colleagues are making their positions
even worse than at the commencement.

I should like to see these associations amalgamated and working through one central office. (I know one particular society
where the milk is sold through one man, the secretary, the farmers
not entering into negotiations with anyone even for the sale of
their own milk, and this is I consider a most satisfactory arrangement) and also having depots for the receipt and despatch of
milk liberally distributed over the milk-producing areas, so that
milk could be collected and tested, and, if necessary, pasteurised,
and then despatched in good condition and guaranteed to be of
good quality. If these depots were equipped for the manufacture
of cheese and in charge of qualified men, then, and I venture to
say not until then, will farmers be in a position to demand an enhanced price for their milk, or should the necessity occur, to
withdraw milk from the markets, and so be masters of the situat
tion, which is one of the greatest questions with the milk producers
of to-day.
Whilst advocating the organisation of farmers, I realise to the
full that farmers taken as a whole, are the most difficult individuals to persuade to combine even in their own interests, and
when one has succeeded as one thinks very well we are faced with
the problem of disloyal members, and I am sorry to say there
appear to be many amongst the agriculturists who are inflicted
with a great amount of selfishness, and who only consider their
own pecuniary benefit, instead of the welfare of the associations
as a whole. The financing of these associations as a generality
leaves a great deal to be desired, as unfortunately, it is only a few
farmers who have much spare capital to put in a concern of this
kind, and in associations commanding large areas, there are sure
to be found some who look forward for the milk account to pay

The only way to alleviate this condition is to place the factory
in a position to pay for the milk received weekly, or fortnightly,
as is the custom of the wholesale dealers, then the small capitalised
man would not be exposed to this trouble which appears to be a
clog on the foot of many of the present organisations.
Once having got an association established on a firm financial
basis, the scope of useful work it may do for its members is
practically unlimited. The purchase of pedigree bulls from heavy
milking strains to he stationed in different parts of the areas for
the mutual benefit of the farmers, and also a system of recording
the yields of each individual cow, and the weeding out of unprofitable ones, might also be included for the improvement.
The creamery could also serve as an egg collecting depot, where
farmers delivering their milk could also take their eggs where
they would be packed and graded and forwarded to the towns,
thus obtaining for the members the full price for their produce instead of selling them to the hucksters or higgelers, as they are
called, in different parts, who pay almost what they like and
market on antiquated lines.
The margin too between local prices and 1 hose obtainable in
the great centres of population is often found to be a very wide
one, and a system such as is here advocated would result in bringing them nearer together for the obvious benefit of the vendor.
It is greatly to the advantage if an association becomes a
registered society and affiliated to the Agricultural Organisation
Society, by which means they are enabled to proceed as a company
in law cases, and against their own employers in cases of infidelity
which could not be fought otherwise except by becoming a
Limited Liability Company, the forming of which is a complicated
and expensive process.
To revert to the question of raising the necessary capital we
have seen it stated in some of the agricultural papers that we are
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in need of State-aided Land Banks of the Raiffeisen type that are
so successful in Germany, so perhaps a few words as to what the
Raiffeisen system is may not be considered out of place.

It is obvious to the mind of average intelligence that if such a
system were in vogue in this country it would be of peat benefit
to farmers, especially to the smallholders who are often ruined in a
bad year just at the commencment of what might otherwise have
been a successful career.

Raiffeisen was a burgomaster in the Westerwald, who commenced his system of banking to assist the peasants of that district
when they were visited by a famine in 1846-47, and in doing so
placed the interests of the borrowers before that of the lenders and
allowed only small dividends to be paid, as he considered the
Schulze-Delitzsch system, which was advocated by his rival, and
which encouraged large profits, tended to the formation of Joirit
Stock Companies, and thus reverted to the old state and therefore
only improved matters temporarily.

THOS. W. IIENSHAW.

SPORTS.
CRICKET.—The Season 1912 was the most successful one
for many years ; 21 matches were arranged— a large increase on
previous years-7 being won, 5 lost, 4 drawn, and 5 abandoned.
Much enthusiasm was shown by the students, and many practice
evenings the ground presented quite a busy appearance, with two
nets going.

He succeeded in preserving intact the co-operative idea of
mutual help, and yet was eminently successful both in attracting
abundant deposits at market interest and also in helping the
borrowers.
The external profit in this case is that derived by the
borrowers from the cheap and accessable capital which they
borrow for productive or useful purposes ; the investors at the
same time get a fixed dividend or interest which is usually somewhat above that of state paper.

The following averages are worthy of note
BATTING.

Times Highest
Runs. Inns. not out. score. Average

Assistance in the purchase of land was also granted. Land
is largely sold by public auction in Germany, the purchaser
agreeing to pay by instalments, and so is willing to give a rather
higher price for the convenience.
For these instalments he gives bonds to the auctioneer, who
in turn discounts them for ready money at one of these banks.

146
193
162

E. Webster .••
.••
F. Rayns
J. H. Arter .••

Raiffeisen also laid down as an absolute rule that the area of
operation must never exceed that of a village, with, it appears, the
idea of knowing and influencing the members with greater ease
than would have been the case had the districts been larger.
Long loans were granted, that is two or three years being the
average, and ten years the ordinary maximum ; and every three
months the utilization of the loan is examined by the committee
of supervision and made repayable by instalments, per month or
per annum.

:--

0
1
0

9
13
12

72
56
40

16'2
16.1
13'5

BOWLING.
Wickets. Runs. Average.

k

E. Webster
G. Woodfield
H. Brooks
R. Turner
F. Rayns

• • •

• • •

• • •

• • •

•••
•••
•••
•••
•••

33
14
30
14
16

206
92
204
113
162

6.2
6'6
6'8
8.1
10.1

During last autumn the enclosed portion of the cricket
ground was enlarged, and it is hoped that all good sportsmen of
the Club will give a willing hand to the rolling necessary in order
that we may have a wicket worthy of our Club. A large fixture
list has been arranged, and I am sure we may all look forward to
a successful and enjoyable season—weather permitting.

H.T.C.
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FOOTBALL.—Taking a general review of the season it has
not been a very brilliant one. Up to Xmas we compared much
more favourably than last year, but afterwards owing to loss of
several players it was a hard matter to raise a team.

PROGRAMME OF SESSION, 1912-13.
FIRST TERM.

The following is a list of matches and the results :
Played 11 ; won 2 ; lost 6 ; drawn 3 ;
Goals for 21 ; against 43.

Oct. 11.-Annual

• • •

•••

Nov. 1. —" Hat " Night.

•••

•••

•••

•••

•••

•••

General Meeting.

„ 25.--Debate on "Are we better
off than our Grandmothers?"
AAP .. : Miss Monks.
Neg .: Miss Coventry,

•••

•••

FRIDAY.

„ 18.—Whist Drive.

Oct. 26th.—St. Ann's Institute
•.•
Away ••• 2-2
Nov. 2nd.—Rushcliffe 2nd ...
2-2
9th.—West Bridgford Wesleyans
Home • •• 4-5
16th. St. Ann's Institute
•••
0 —1
23rd.—Magdala Amateurs
•••
• • • 3 —1
Feb. 1st.—Notts. Magdala
Away . • • 7 —2
8th.—Rushcliffe 1st
Home ••• 0-10
15th.—Old Loughburians
Away . • • 0-7
26th.—Loughborough Grammar School... Home .• • 1---8
Mar. lst.—Notts. Magdala
..•
•••
... 1-4
8th.—Rushcliffe 2nd
•••
•••
. 1-1
•••

SECOND TERM,

FRIDAY.

„ 15.—Address : " Egypt." Mr.
Hamdi.
„ 22.—
„ 29.— Cancelled.
Dec 6

••

Locker and Rice proved a pair of good backs, and Hamdi
played a good game at back the short time he was with us.

„ 14.—Concert.
„ 21.—Address : " Flying
Machines." Mr. Harold
Cranfield.
„ 28.—Debate : " Women's Suffrage."
Affir. : Miss Parker.
Neg.: Miss Blunt.

„ 11.—

E.W.

M.S.B.

Feb. 4.—Cricket Concert.

Mar. 4.—Address : " Darwin and
Evolution." Rev. A.
Thornley.

The halves lacked the knowledge of backing up their
forwards, while the forwards combined pretty well in midfield,
but were weak in front of goal.

HOCKEY.—The season has not been a successful one. Four
matches have been played, Kingston coming off second best every
time. The first term ending abruptly necessitated the cancelling
of two fixtures. The chief reason for the disappointing results is
the lack of a sufficient number of enthusiastic players, owing
doubtless to the fact that many have never played before and
have no inclination to practise. Individual keenness, though
displayed by two or three, cannot win matches against teams
whose members are one and all votaries of the game.

„ 24.—Whist Drive.
, 7.—Address : " Connemara
and West of Ireland."
Dr. Goodwin.

8.—Concert.

• • •

Jan. 17.—Debate : Should capital
punishment be abolished ?"
: Mr. Hamdi.
Neg.: Mr. Scholey.

5,

18 • --Whist Drive.

NOTICES.
V

Contributors to the Magazine are requested to send in their
MSS., written on one side of the paper only, to the Editor before
the end of February.
The MSS. papers should be numbered ; articles are limited to
1500 words and should be accompanied by the name and address
of sender, though a nom-de-plume may be annexed for publication.
No MSS. will be returned.
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eaot SUBSCRIBERS. ot
Abbott, G.
Abbott, W. J.
Abraham, C. C.
Adlard. E. S., Miss
Albone, D. W.
Allbones, L. E.
Allis, F. C.
Allsopp, G
Allwood, J., Miss
Anderson, R.
Arter, J. H. ..
Ashworth, L.
Ashwood, A., Miss

••

Garthorpe, Melton Mowbray.
Middlefield, Colsterworth.
Spire Hollin House, Glossop.
. • Rose Cottage, Louth.
Spridlington, Lincoln.
•• High Farm, Washingboro', Lincoln
Bilsby, Alford, Lincoln.
•. Ivy Cottage, Hognaston.
The Dairy, Coverham, Middleham S.O.
Yorks.
Brandsby, Easingwold, Yorks.
Ironville, near Alfreton.
Moorgate Park, Retford.
Arlington Grange, Risby Gate, Bury St.
Edmunds.
••

••

••

••

••

Baddiley, M., Miss ..
Bridge House, Worksop.
Bagguley, E. M., Miss
Morton, Rolleston R.S.O., Notts.
Barrowcliffe, E. A. , Mrs.
Zouch Mills, Loughborough.
Basford, S. ..
..
Ravenscliffe, Turnditch, Derby.
Bath, F. H.
New Swannington, near Whitwick.
Beard, W., Miss
..
•• Church Warsop, Mansfield.
Bennard, J. H.
Owmby-cum-Searby, Lincoln.
••
..
Blackshaw. J. F.
The Cottage, Bromsgrove.
..
Blunt, M , Miss
M.A.D.C., Kingston, Derby.
..
Bond, K.
146, Barclay Street, Leicester.
Bonsall, E., Miss
•.
Ley's Farm, Ecton, Wetton, Ashbourne,
Bosworth, F. A.
..
Southend, Julian Road, West Bridgford.
Bourne, A. S., Miss
The Dairy Company, Loughborough.
Bowmer, A. E. M., Mrs.
• The Hayes, Barrow-on-Soar.
Bowley, K., Miss
.
•• Appleby Magna, Atherstone.
Brooks, H.- ..
••
Immingham Grange, Grimsby.
Brown, E., Miss
•• Welham Villa, Retford, Notts.
••
Brown, C. B.
..
• Woodhouse, Loughborough.
Brown. E. C., Miss . .
39, High Street, Kettering,
frown-Benson, B. .
.. Bucknall, Lincoln.
Brunyee, K. M., Mrs (nee Upton) Cleatham House, Kirton-in-Lindsey.
Bulkeley, B. W. L. ..
The Shire Hall, Nottingham.
Burnett, J.
Wye Farm, Rowsley.
Burton, H. H.
..
. . Torksey, Lincoln.
••

••

Camp, M., Miss
••
Carter, T. E.,
..
Carlin, H., Miss
Challans, A. W., Miss
Clipstone, W., Miss ..
Connell, M. E., Miss..
..
Cook, J. W.
Coventry, R. K.
..
Cranfield, H. T.
Crocker, M. G., Miss ..
..
Crosby, R. D.
Cross, C. J.
••

C.C. Dairy School, Whitchurch, Salop.
Goulceby, Lincoln.
Moorwood Moor, Crich, Matlock.
• Colston Bassett, Bingham.
The Woodlands, Aston-on-Trent, Derby.
164, Cemetery Road, Ipswich.
Appleby, Doncaster.
. • Cheltenham Terrace, Northgate, Cheshire
M.A.D.C., Kingston, Derby.
11, College Road, Exeter.
Flottergate, Grimsby.
•• Sharnford, Hinckley, Leicester.

Dann, F. E., Miss
••
Dane, A. W.
Dawson, H.
••
Dawson, M., Miss
Derry, C.
..
Dickinson, H. G.
Dixon, R. V. M., Miss
Dobbin, C.
..
Draper, Miss
Driffill, C.
••

South View, Shrewton, Wilts.
•• Nlickleover, Derby.
Unstone Council School, Sheffield,
Yeldersley, Derby.
Old Lenton, Notts.
Nettleham, Lincoln.
Old White House, Kirby Muxloe
C.C. Poultry Farm, Hutton, Preston.
. • The Hayes, Barrow-on-Soar.
Appleby, Doncaster.

••

••

••

••

••

••

••

••

••

Eggleston, A. W.
Elmitt, M.
Emmerson, M.
Evens, J.

••

••

Fairweather, I. K., Miss
.
Farrow, B., Miss
Felstead, A., Miss
Fishwick, V. C.
.
Flintoff, N., Miss
Forman, H. G., Miss
Foryan, A.
Fountain, NI., Miss ..
Fox, G. 0.
Francey, J.
Francis, E. S., Miss ..
Francklin, B. J. F.
Freeman, G., Miss
Gadsby, N., Miss
Gawne, E. M.

••
••

••

••

••

•.

Foxhill Farm, Barrow-on-Soar.
Violet Cottage, Fotherby, Louth.
Manor Farm, Brattelby, Lincoln.
Burton, Lincoln.
Sunnyside, Worksop.
Malcolm Lodge, Yarboro Road, Lincoln.
Abb Kettleby, Melton Mowbray
C.A.S Ridgmont, Aspley Guise.
Carburton Manor, 011erton, Notts,
Chellaston, Derby.
2, Bell Street, Wigston.
School Farm, Hollington, Brailsford,
Derby.
M.A.D.C. Kingston, Derby.
Neuchatel, Switzerland.
Park Farm, Bracknell, Binfield, Reading.
Syston, near Leicester.
The Mill, Ravenstone, Ashby-de-la-Zouch
Redhill, Notts.
Kentraugh Colby, Isle of Man.
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Golding. N.
Golding, J.

Dairy Department, Guelph, Ontario.
Agricultural Department University College, Reading.

G oodacre, E.

Lock House, Bishop's Meadow, Loughborough.
Lucknow Avenue, Nottingham.
M.A.D.C., Kingston, Derby.
Knighton Farm, Leicester.
Church Farm, Parwich, Derby.

Goodall, G. P.
Goodwin, Wm. Dr.
Gould, A. B.
Guest, G. H.
Hakes, Miss
.•
Hall, Miss
..
Hamdi, A. ..
Haigh, G. R.
••
Hayes, G.
Haywood, M. G., Miss
Haywood, L , Miss ..
Hawkins, Miss
..
Heath, G. J., Miss • .
Heawood, H. W.
Henshaw, T. W.
.,
Hill, Mrs., nee (Brown)
Hogan, J.
••
Holdsworth, I. M. , Miss
Holloway, M. C., Miss
Holman, M. E., Miss
Hubbard, M., Miss ..
Hubbard, E. P.
Hurt, E. F.
•.
Hutchinson, Dr.

• •

• •

Cuckney, Mansfield.
. • Clipstone, Plumtree, Notts.
Manchester.
•• Bruntcliffe, Leeds.
•• Beeston, Notts.
. • Plumtree, Notts.
Nailstone Grange, Nuneaton.
. • M.A.D.C., Kingston, Derby.
Orton-on-the-Hill, Atherstone.
•• 15, Burton Street, Melton Mowbray.
Tythby Grange, Bingham, Notts.
The Limes, Bingham, Notts.
19, Gedling Grove, Nottingham.
Sweet Hills Farm, Kirton Lindsey.
Happy Land, Jansen, Saskatchewan,
Canada.
• •

• •

• •

• •

• 0
•

Iremonger, M. E., Miss

Knossington, Oakharn.
Osgodby, Grantham.
Abbey Croft, Pershore, Worcs.
Ivonbrook, Darley Dale, Matlock.
Rothamsted, Harpenden.
Coolgreamy, Malpas, Newport, Mon.

James, A. M.
•• Moss Hall, Adlem, Cheshire.
James, F.
7, Rectory Road, West Bridgford.
James, M., Mrs. (nee Bailey) •• Penllwyn, Narbeth, South Wales.
Jefford, Miss
..
Town Farm, Bretby, Burton on-Trent.
Johnson, F. M., Miss
White House, Wragby, Lincs.
Johnston, M. R.
..
Withcote, Oakham.
Jolly, J. W.
•• 46, Ward's End, Loughborough.
• •

Kirk, F. J.
Kirk, F. L.
Kirkham, A. M., Miss
Knight, S.

•

South Carr, Cuckney.
Kegworth, Derby.
Stanley Moor Head, Bagnall.
Buckminster, Grantham.
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Leighton, N. C.
Lester, W. J.
Levie, A.
Lewis, P. H., Miss
Lindley, W.
Lindley, W B.
Little, M., Miss
Locker, A. H.

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

..
Mackley, M. H.
Maclaren, P.
•.
Manning, P., Miss . .
Marriott, J.
Marshall, S. B.
..
Mason, M., Miss
•.
Matthews, J.
••
Matthews, R. H., Miss
Mattinson, J. H.
..
May, J. S.
.•
McConnell, W. H. • •
Mellors, E. L. , Miss ..
Mercier, Miss
••
Milburn, T., Dr.
Milner, G.
••
Miller, E„ Miss
Millward. B.
••
Monks, M. H., Miss ..
More, W., Miss
Morris, C. J.
••
Moulds, G. H.
••
Mount, J. C.
Murfin, Miss
••
Murray, A.
..
..
Neal, I. M., Miss
Newbigen, H. F., Miss
..
Nicholson, Miss
..
Noble, E., Miss
Oldham, T. H.
Oram, G., Miss

• •

• •

•

..
Palethorpe, H. N.
Parker, G. H.
••
Parker, E. C., Miss • •

Wilford Lodge, Northwood, London.
187, North Street, Hugglescote.
M.A.D.C., Kingston, Derby.
St. Peter's Vicarage, Mountsorrel.
Normanton, Southwell.
Holly Dene, Coalville.
Horninghold, Uppingham.
Etwall, Derby.

Glebe Farm, Goadby Marwood.
M.A.D.C., Kingston, Derby.
• Melsham, Wilts.
•• 4, Larkdale Street, Nottingham.
•• Holme Road, Radcliffe-on-Trent.
Cliff House, Leckhampton, Cheltenham.
M.A.D.C., Kingston, Derby.
•• Ivy Dene, Highholme Road, Louth.
Brackly Fields, Northants.
• Pilsley School, Pilsley, Chesterfield.
. • Somenos, Vancouver Island, British
Columbia.
Alverton, Orston, Notts.
Victoria Hospital, Belfast.
17, West Cliff, Preston.
Top Farm, Stretton, Alfreton.
West Shield Hill, Morpeth.
Cold Springs Farm, Buxton.
Rosebery Avenue, Lincoln.
Balmoral House, Shaw Lane, Leeds.
• Saxondale, Notts.
Bilby, Retford, Notts,
Croxton Kerrial, Grantham.
Sandom's Place Farm, Ripley, Derby.
M.A.D.C., Kingston, Derby.
• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

• •

•
• •
• •

• •
• •

Kirby Road, Glenfield, Leicester.
13, George Square, Edinburgh.
M.A.D C., Kingston, Derby.
County Education Office, Stafford.
Norbury, near Ashbourne.
Manor House, Melton Mowbray.

Saleby Grange, near Alford, Lincs.
127, Russell Road, Nottingham.
. • 112, Preston New Road, Blackburn.
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Parkin, F.
Parks, G. R.
Parr, L. H. ..
Parsonage, John
Pearson, H. J., Miss
Peel, P. F.
Perkins, R.
Peters, Win.

..
••
..
..
..

Pimlott, Miss
••
Pindar, J. C.
Porter, B.
••
Powell, P. J,
..
Pritchard, L. E., Miss
Prince, H. J.
Proctor, 0.
Pyke, L. H.

••

..
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5, Sherwood Rise, Nottingham.
•• Barnsfields, Leek.
P.O. Box 125, Ottawa, Ontario.
•• White Gate Farm, Malpas.
Lookout, Lesbury S. O. , Northumberland,
105a, 8th Avenue West, Calgary, Canada.
Barkby, Leicester.
•• Winnington Cheese Factory, Pipegate,
Market Drayton.
The Sycamores, Over Winsford, Cheshire.
The Grammar School, Burford, Oxon.
• Tattershall Bridge, Lincoln.
•• Normanton, Derby.
•• The Governor's House, H.M. Prison,
Hull.
. • Marston Park, Marston Montgomery,
Derby.
•• Elmdene, Darley Abbey, Derbyshire.
Great Worsham, Bexhill, Sussex.

Slinger, G. F.
Smith, J.
Spilsbury, W., Miss
Stafford, C. A. S.
Stafford, G. J. W.
•.
Stamp. A., Miss

••

••

••
Of

Steeples, H. McLean
Stephen, J. D.
Stevens, W. H.
Stephenson, Miss
Stimson, J.
Stokes, E. E.
Stretton, A., Miss
Stubbs, Miss
Swaby, A. H.

••

Rayns, F.
••
Rhodes, G. P„ Miss ..
Rice, P. H.
••
Riggall, M. E., Miss
Riggott, B. J.
..
Robinson, P,
..
Rolling, E. A., Miss • .
Rothera, E., Miss
Rowland, M., Miss • .
Russell, E.

Six Hills, Leicester.
•• Donnybrook, Brookside, Chesterfield.
Wolferton, Rectory, King's Lynn.
Well, Alford, Lincs.
•• Dunston Farm, Newbold, Chesterfield.
•• Worlaby, Grimsby.
Primrose Hill, Retford, Notts.
Kegworth, Derby.
East Barkwitb, Lincoln,
M.A.D.C., Kingston, Derby.

Sadler, W.
Saker, D., Miss
••
Salt, S.
••
Scanlan, F.
..
Scholey, T. W.
••
Scott, W. H.
••
Shackleton, E. J.
•.
Sharpe, E., Miss
••
Sharpe, W.
..
Shemwell, J. , Miss .
Sheppard, H.
••
Sims, E., Miss
..
..
Skelton, Miss
Slight, R.
..
Slinger, H. M., Miss ..
Slinger, S. T.

The Macdonald College, Quebec, Canada.
Dairy School, Chelmsford.
•• Field House, Breaston.
Sibsey, Boston.
. • Dalderby-, Horncastle.
The Hollies, Thrussington, Leicester.
•. Hill Crest, Mill Hill Road, Derby.
The Grange, Holton-le-Clay, Grimsby.

Natal.
24, Arboretum Street, Nottingham.
Cleveridge, Tenbury.
•• Hognaston, Ashbourne
M.A.D.C., Kingston, Derby.
. • Forest View, Lime Tree Avenue, Retford, Notts.
•• Codnor, Derby.
The Crosslooms, Mollington, Chester.
Shardlow, Derby.
•. Rectory, Kegworth, Derby.
.. Market Street, Ashby-de-la-Zouch.
•• M.A,D.0 , Kingston, Derby.
Highfields, Kegworth, Derby.
County Education Offices, Weston-SuperMare.
106, High Street, Scunthorpe.
••

••

••
••

••

••

Taylor, M. C., Miss ..
•• Humberstone, Grimsby.
M.A.D.C., Kingston, Derby.
Taylor, M, G. D., Miss
Saxilby, Lincoln.
Tear, D.
Woodhouse Villa, Sutton-in-Ashfield.
Thomas, D. M. , Miss
Thornley, A., Rev.
•. Hughenden, Coppice Road, Nottingham.
Thurman, J.
•• Sysonby Knoll, Melton Mowbray.
M.A.D.C., Kingston, Derby.
••
Todd, A.
. • Phoenix Farm, Gedling, Notts.
Tolkien, H. A. P. R. ..
Frisby-on-the-Wreake, Leicester.
Toussaint, E. M., Mrs.
Box 41, Ohakune, New Zealand.
..
Trevor, H.
Barkestone-le-Vale, Nottingham.
..
Trevor, S.
Trussell, H. J.
• • Prestop Park, Ashby-de-la-Zouch.
••
Tulloch, I., Mrs. (nee Strachan) 13, Bellevue Crescent, Edinburgh.
. . Wittering, Wansford.
Turnill, F. C.
••
Twigge, R.
••
. • Steeple Grange, Wirksworth.
Of

••

••

••

••

••

••

••
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•• The Farm, Heath, Chesterfield.
•• 31, Victoria Street, Newark.
•• Bradley Nook, Hulland Ward, Derby.
Lodge Hill, Ambergate.
•. One Barrow Lodge, Coalville.
•• Oxton Fallows, Southwell.
ell

Valiance, W. D.
Varnam, C. G.

M

Wagstaffe, H.
Wagstaffe, E., Miss
Walker, R.
Wakerley, F.
Wallace, J. C.
Wallace, J. 0.

••
••

..

••
••
••
SO

••

Waller, T. B., Miss
Wallis, C.
..

••

• •
••

••
••

Medway Dairy, Gillingham, Kent.
Appleby Magna, Leicestershire.
Colston Bassett, Bingham, Notts.
Flamstead, Denby, Derby.
South Ferriby, Hull.
Agric. Organiser, Education Office,
Grantham.
M.A.D.C., Kingston, Derby.
Weston House, Heighington, S.O.
Durham.
Brinkley, Southwell.
Erin Cottage, Lowdham, Notts.

60
Walters, G. P., Miss
Weatherhall, Miss • •
Webster, E.
.•
Weld, T. J. W.
••
Wharram, W. S
Wheeler, W. J.
•.
Wild. W., Miss
Wild, R. S.
Wilkinson, F.
Willett, Miss
••
Willows, S.
••
Wilmot, M., Miss
.
Winters, S. E., Miss
Wood, T., Miss
Woodfield, W. R.
•.
Woodhead, H. E.
Woodward, F. M., Miss
Woolley, J. H.
..

Wyllie, Miss
Young, M. T.

••

The Dairy, Masham, Yorks.
. • Old hall, East Bridgford, Notts.
Carsington, Wirksworth.
Avon Bassett, Leamington.
The Rectory, Finningley.
113, Highbury Quadrant, London, N.
Tollerton, Notts.
Dunholme, Lincoln.
Home Farm, Kingston-on-Soar, Derby.
Snibstone House, Ashby-de-la-Zouch.
Knaith Park, Gainsborough.
Newton-on-Trent, Newark.
Falcon Lodge, Sutton Coldfield.
Horsley, Eccleshall, Staffs.
Kingston, Derby.
Friskney, Lincs.
Wilsthorpe, Breaston.
Glazebury House, Duncombe Road,
Aylestone, Leicester.
Cookery School, North Berwick.
•• 52, Highbury Park, London.
••

• •

HANSEN'S

DAIRY PREPARATIONS,
RENNET (Extract, Tablets & Powder),
LIQUID ANNATTO, LACTIC FERMENT.
and BUTTER COLOURING
are recognised by the leading Dairy
Experts and Makers throughout the
world—particularly in the great progressive Colonies of Canada, New
Zealand and Australia—as

THE Standard of PURITY,
STRENGTH AND UNIFORMITY.
Write for Free Samples to Hansen's Wholesale Depot-

77, ST THOMAS ST. LONDON, S.E.

MANURES AND FOODSTUFFS.
Basic Slag,
Alt grades.
Nitrate of Lime.
Nitrate of Soda.
Sulphate of Ammonia.
Salt. Lime.
Ground Lime.

Sulphate of Potash.
Muriate of Potash.
Superphosphate,

26, 30, 32 and 350/0 .

Kainit.
Bones.
Moss Litter.

Treacle.
Molassine Meal.
Feeding Stuffs,

Prices and Analyses on application.

NOTE.—Subscribers are requested to notify the Editor of any change of address.

Clement Swaffield, Derby.
Telephone No. 58.

It is now universally recognised that high fertilising
is necessary if farming is to pay.
The most effective and economical way to accomplish
this is by using a moderate amount of Farmyard Manure
supplemented by artificials.

NITRATE OF SODA
with Phosphates and Potash will
supply the necessary Plant Food.

Full directions as to quantities
to use, and when to apply them, on
all crops, will be sent gratis and post
free, on application

The Chilean Nitrate Committee,
Friars House, New Broad Street,
LONDON, E.C.

AS PHOSPHATIC MANURE FOR

ALL Ff111111 and GRFIDEN CROPS
on every description of soil, use

ALBERT'S BASIC SLAG
(Original Brand : "Thomas' Phosphate Powder")
SOLD ON PRECISE GUARANTEES OF

Citric Soluble Phosphates
By Standard Method.

Fineness as usual.

Write for Descriptive Pamphlets to A A

CHEMICAL WORKS,

late H. & E. ALBERT,

AGRICULTURAL DEPARTMENT,

15, Philpot Lane, London, E.C.

Potash Manures.

FOOD VALUE OF CROPS.

POTASH MANURES.,

The Student of Agriculture recognises that quality is of
importance as well as quantity.

ID conjunction with Nitrogenous and Phosphatic Manures, are

ESSENTIAL. FOR ALL CROPS.
POTASH MANURES may be obtained from ALL Manure Merchants,
As SULPHATE OF POTASH,
MURIATE OF POTASH,

or

KAINIT.

Sulphate or Muriate of Potash are recommended for
Spring application.
Leaflets and Pamphlets, and advice on the Manuring of Crops, may be had free
on application to the

AGRICULTURAL OFFICES OF THE POTASH SYNDICATE,
117, Victoria Street, Westminster, .London, S.W.

To attain this end, well balanced manurial dressings
must be applied, as recommended by your College.

Nitrogen is the most expensive ingredient and it is
therefore necessary to choose the form giving the best results
at the least cost, viz.:, —

SULPHATE of AMMONIA.
This manure should appeal to all Britons as being the

only nitrogenous manure produced in the United Kingdom.
May we send you full particulars ?

SULPHATE OF AMMONIA COMMITTEE,
Finsbury Court, Finsbury Pavement,
LONDON, E.C.

F

H. HOPKINSON,

STATION STREET, NOTTINGHAM.
eA

AGENTS AND DEPOT FOR ot

,N(q.c,
"CONGO " Never-leak /a„„,,
Roofing Felt,
TRAI

For all Out-buildings.

MARK

00F1 NG

NON=CONDUCTOR AND DAMP=PROOF.

RALITE „
g

-Best fire-resisting
material i n the World.

” ASBESTONE,"
Non-condu_cting and fire
resisting material,

Suitable for walls, partitions. ceilings
and roofing, specially recommended
for cattle sheds, &c. Vermin proof.

,

— THE—
SALVAGE
RE
—f
EXTINGUISHER

— TO PLAY — .
TURN BOTTOM UP
TO STOPTURN BACK

WELLS'
WHITEWASHING
MACHINES.
All classes suitable
for
general purposes.

FIRE EXTINGUISHERS.
(1) Salvage Liquid Extincteurs.
(2) Milnshaw „

f

(3) Nok-out and Radium Powder
Extincteurs.

DUR

T

t

4448 Norrs. R. Nov. 7th, 1906.,
To carry on the industry or occupation of Whol
C BJECT.
Retail Dealers in Agricultural Requirements and Produce, in Dairy Produ
Eggs and Poultry, etc. The Society may obtain alid disseminate among
members useful information in order to foster, develop, and prom
Agricultural Organization movement in Great _Britain,'
CAPITAL. The Capital of the Association is
nominal value of five shillings, and one share has to be taken for every te
in the occupation of a person desirous of becoming a member. Payinen • o
shares is as follows, viz., one-fourth (1/3 per share) uponapplication, and th
balance as the Committee may decide. A member occupying 100 acres would
therefore, have to pay 12s. 6d. upon application ; he is responsible for a furthe
sum of
17s. 6d. in such amounts as may be called up from time to time, upo
payment of which all liability on his part ceases, the liability of the Associat*
being limited. The first charge on the nett profits is payment of Inte
rate of 5 per cent. per annum upon the amount of the paid up capital.
REGISTER No.

[NB.—No application for shares can be entertained unless at least
be applied ,,for.] ,

FOUR,

